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X1 A:;ALTSIS OF T11L TF.A:;SI1:\1' 131AL-WI01:
OF INFll,T ',1'1'I:D TC::GSTEN CO::FOSIT',:S
INCLUDING '111E EFFECT OF Till: MELT LiyL.l',
AL' STP 'ACT
A detailed analytical model was developed to include the effect
of the melting process on a porous co7Posite which retards its o;,n
heating rate by sacrificing its infiltrant. A transient one-dimensional
heat-transfer analysis t.-as conducted considering both the heats absorbed
by :welting and vaporization of the infiltrant from within the matrix.
A finite-thick=ness liquid layer was seen to exist above tine composite
surface as a result of the flo:, ,, of liquid coolant onto the surface
induced by the expansion of th- coolant on melting. There existed a
period of time during which the melt layer was s,;bject to bo-LI: depletion
due to vaporizatic:. and rene ,.,al _:' the flo;; of liquid coolant onto the
surface. As the heating process continued the melt layer was depleted
and the liquid coolant vaporized from within the tungsten matrix.
The analysis was solved by finite-difference techniques and pro-
grammed for the IB'I 7040/1401 Digital Co::iputir.o System. An extensive
search was conduced to deter:.ine the dependence of temperature on the
thermoplsical properties of seven different metallic coolants. Data
were obtainea for the various infiltrants up t that time at which the
melt layer vaporizes completely from above the co:polite surface.
A funda-.ental understanding of the effects of the melting process
and of assuming variable properties on the early staves of the self-
cooling process was obtained.
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I . INTRODUCTION
The developt:ient of high-energy aluminized propellants with
flame temperatures in excess of 6000°F has created the need for
a new non-eroding nozzle-throat insert material for solid rocket
motors. The nozzle wall temperatures attained with these pro-
pellants during a reasonable firing duration exceed even the
max*mum practical operating temperatures of uncooled tungsten.
However, by infiltrating a porous tungsten matrix with a coolant
material that is subject to Belting and vaporizing, it is possible
to retard the rapid temperature rise at the surface and permit
i
increased exposure to the hot-gas stream. This concept has been
termed "self-cooling" by Schwarzkopf and ;;eisert (1).
In a previous study (2), the transient behavior of an
infiltrated tungsten composite was investigated from the stand-
point of one- dimensional, finite-thickness, flat-plate model.
In that study, the plate is initially at a uniform temperature.
The hot-gas flora is initiated, and the surface temperature of
the p late increases until the coolant begins to vaporize. As
vaporization proceeds, a porous tungsten region develops through
which the gaseous coolant flows to the hot surface, whose tem-
perature continues to increase with tine. The gaseous-solid
coolant interface recedes from the surface with time. The effect
of the phase change of the coolant from solid to liquid was not
considered. Ungar and Touryan (3) have recently sho;;n that,
1
2due to the expansion involved in the change of phase from a
solid to a liquid, there exists a period of time %, ,hen the
infiltrant forms a stable liquid layer on the surface exposed
to the hot-gas flog:. Also, it was observed that this melt
layer haF a significant influence on the transient temperature
response of the matrix surface in that, during this time period,
the surface is insulated from the hot-gas flow and remains
essentially at the temperature of the liquid layer. Therefore,
during this time period, there exists a relatively flat portion
on the temperature-time curve of the matrix surface temperature.
The object of this investigatijn is to develop an analysis
of the self-cooling concept which will include the effects of
the melting process and of the liquid layer on the temperature
response at the original matrix surface.
i
i
1
3
3
f
II. FEV1I:1' OF L1TYRATi RT:,
A. previous lnyostircations
Initial development of the infiltrated porous tungsten
self-cooling concept was carried out by Maloff (4) and Davies
and Smith (5) with copper and lithium hydride respectively.
Subsequently, Gessner, I gram, and Seader (2) initiated an
analytical investigation of the mechanics of the self-cooling
concept. The application of the analysis was to aid in the
selection of coolant materials, to indicate the effects of the
porous structure of the matrix and to provide guidance in the
interpretation of the experimental data obtained from small
solid--,ropeilant motor firings. The self-cooling process was
described physically in the follo::ing manner: After hot-gas
flow is initiated, the temperature of the composite surface
rises rapidly until the vaporization temperature of the cocl<_nt
is reached. All effects of the phase change of the coolant at
the melting point were assu-ed negligible. At the instant the
vaporization te:perature is obtained at the surface, the coolant
begins to vaporize and a porous tungsten layer develops through
which the gz:seous coolant flows to the exposed surface. This
results in a vapor-liquid coolant interface which recedes with
time. The rate of recession of the interface and, consequently,
the gaseous coolant mass flora rate are functions of the temper-
ature distribution within the composite and of the pressure drop
through the porous structure caused b^ viscous and inertial
3
4effects on the coolant mass flog.. Thus, the interface recession
rate and the corresponding mass flow rate of the coolant, as well
as the interface temperature, are time-dependent variables. The
vaporization process continues until the coolant is exhausted. The
cooling mechanisms employed in the analysis include: heat absorbed
Pt the interface due to the vaporizing coolant, convective cooling aE-
the gaseous coolant floras through the porous structure, the reduction
of the convective heat transfer coefficient by mass addition into the
boundary layer. The heat absorbed by the melting coolant and all
chemical reactions were neglected due to the complexity of the prob-
lem. It was noted (2) that exothermic chemical reactions between the
gaseous coolant and hot-gas would have an unfavorable effect on heat
transfer.
Gessner et al. (2) indicated that in an extensive search of
i
	 previous investigations, a more complex model than those existing for
transpiration and ablation cooling was needed to adequately describe
the self-cooling process. The transpiration models examined consider
one-dimensional, steady-state heat transfc , and thus do not consider
the coolant flow rate as function of time. The ablation models
discussed more closely approximate the physical situation of the
self-cooling process than do the transpiration models. However, the
ablation models reviewed are based upon semiempirical relationships
and	 asisteady analyses that are not applicable to the self-cool-
ing process with infiltrated tungsten composites. A comprehensive
tabulation of thirteen transpiration and ablation models is con-
tained in reference (2).
SThe general model employed by Gessner considers the thick-
ness of the nozzle lines as small compared to the diameter of
the nozzle throat and thus approximates an infinite flat plate
of finite thickness. The liner consists of a constant-porosity
composite utilizing a tungsten matrix impregnated with a single
coolant that vaporizes below the melting point of tungsten.
The plate, initially at a constant temperature, is suddenly sub-
jected to intense convective heating on one surface. The other
surface or back face is considered as thermally insulated. One-
dimensional, unsteady-state heat transfer continues in the plate
until the vz , .orization temperature of the coolant at the heated
surface is attained. At that instant, the flora of coolant vapor
begins and the vapor-solid interface recedes through the porous
structure. This interface recession continues until a reasonable
firing time is attained or until all coolant is exhausted.
Throughout the analysis, equal matrix and coolant ter.peratures
at a given depth in the porous structure are assumed. Other
assumptions made include those of negligible heat conduction
through the gasc -is coolant, negligible radiation at the heated
surface, and no diffusion or chemic.l reactions. Also, since
the liquid phase was not considered, the effect of melting of
the coolant on the ten.pc rature distribution was neglected.
A closed-form solution for the complete set of differential
equations applicable to Gessner's (2) analysis did not appear
feasible at the time and, therefore, a finite-difference numerical
approach for solving the set of equations i:as developed and
Gprogrammed for a digital computer. The transpiration effect of
the coolant vapor on Lac hot-f;: : stream was included in the
analysis. However, in a later report (G), Gessner indicates
that the reduction in convective heat transfer duc to transpiratic-i
effects for cases studied is less than three percent.
Several case studies were made with eight different coolants
infiltrated in tungsten matrices of various porosities. From the
data, conclusions were dra y-., n as to the desirable properties of
an ideal infiltrant. The ideal coolant should have large values
of vapor specific heat, solid density, and latent heat of
vaporization, and also a low boilir_ point. Gessner, Ingram,
and Seader (2) also indicated ,:hat compatibility problems were
evident and that these problems are discussed in detail in volume I
of their report, which is classified.
In an earlier report, Grosh (7) developed an analytical
solution to the differential equations applicable to the self-
cooling process, but with restricted boundary conditions. His
objective was to examine the simultaneous effects of transpiration
an-' change of phase. The model formulated was a semi-infinite
porous plate initially at uniform temperature and suddenly sub-
jected to a step increase in temperature at the surface. Solutions
for the temperature distributions were given in terms of tabulated
functions. However, the phase-front positions were determined by
solving a set of ron-linear, algebraic equations whose solutions
are presented in the form of a nomogram for the case where only
one phase change occurs in the solid. For more than one please
7change the solution proved quite difficult without the aid of a
corIput(,r.
While conducting tests in an arc jet on a copper-infiltrated
tungsten matrix, Ungar and Touryan (3) observed a copper film
on the surface of the test specimen. Acco,nipanying the existence
of the copper film, the temperature of the matrix surface remained
somewhat less than the vaporization temperature of the copper.
The tests were repeated with several variations, but in all cases,
the formation and retention of a relatively stable liquid layer
strongly influenced the time to failure of this specimen and its
temperature history. These observations indicate that the self-
cooling process must include the effect of thc. liquid layer and that
the process can be separated into five time domains:
"1) The initial heat-up period prior to any phase changes,
2) The period during t-:hich coolant melts and floss onto the
surface to form a liquid layer but with no vaporization,
3) The period during which the liquid metal coolant vaporizes
and is renewed at the surface as the melting process
continues,
4) The period after the liquid layer has been depleted during
which the liquid coolant vaporizes within the refractory
matrix, and
5) The final period during which the base tungsten fails."
(Ref. 3, pg. 1949)
Ungar and Touryan (3) also note that this important phenomenon seemed
to have been overlooked in previous studies (2).
A similar temperature plateau was observed by Resnick, et. al (8).
Molten pools appeared on the surfaces of test specimens during the
early stages of the heating period, accompanied by a noticeable de-
cline in the rate of temperature rise of he surface. Resnick also
Wr
8observed that the molten pools were more pronounced for larF;cr
porosities.
B. Manufacturim-, Process
The manufacturing process described briefly by Resnick (o)
was as follows: Tungsten particles of different sizes were used.
Various porosities were achieved by varying the compacting pressure
which was in the order of 50,000 to 100 0 000 PSI. The matrix
was then sintered. Infiltration was accomplished by placing ex-
cess infiltrant in contact with the sintered matrix and heating
to a temperature above the melting point of the infiltrant in
a hydrogen atmosphere. A similar manufacturing process was
indicated by Schwarzkopf and Weisert (9) . Both P.esni(:k (8)
and Schwarzkopf and Weisert (9) observed that matrices fabricated
from tungsten particles of small diameters restricted the flow
of coolant and infiltrant remained in the mat.ix after the tungsten
at the surface failed. Gessner (2) indicated a minimum particle
size of 10 microns for unrestricted flow.
C. Experimental Tests
An extensive testing program has been carried out using
small-scale rocket nozzles to develop the concept of self-cooled
composites (9). Several conclusions were drawn from the experi-
mental data obtained. It was found that the maximum thermal
protection can be achieved with graded matrices in which a 'sayer
having low porosity forms the exposed surface and is backed by
a high-porosity layer. In addition, these data indicate a
9requirement for graded porosity in the axial direction. The
test data also show the thermal c%pansIon and expulsion of liquid
coolant onto the surface. In i,ost cases, the data obtained do
not appear to be comparable to the analytical results presented
by Lessner (2) due to severe erosion which	 -.urs at rlie nozzle
throat. However, these tests substantiate the belief that the
self—cooling mechanism provides an inherent form of thermal.
protection.
I11. Till' MALYS3 S
A. Introduction and Tiicorctica3 Xodel
A detailed theoretical model and analysis are developed
to describe the self-cooling process in infiltrated composites.
The general model considered is similar to that assumed by
Gessner (2) in that a porous matrix infiltrated with a coolant
of a somewhat lower melting temperature, initially at a uniform
temperature, is suddenly subjected to a strong convective heat
input at the exposed surface. The composite is considered as
an infinite fiat plate of finite thickness. The remaining sur-
face, or bacl- face, i:: considered as thermally insulated. To
sho•:: the effect of the liquie iifiltrant on the overall self-
cooling process, particular emphasis is given to the phase change
from solid to liquid, and the resulting liquid layer which ex-
pands onto the exposed surface. Also, an extensive search was
conducted to determine the dependence of the thermophysical pro-
perties upon temperature.
The process is divided into five time periods for purposes
of analysis, sinular to those suggested by Ungar and Touryan (3).
Briefly, these time periods are as follows:
Time Period I: Once convective heating at the exposed surface
has begun, the composite will undergo an initial heat-up
period prior to any phase change. The temperature of the
exposed surface approaches the r;elting temperature of the
coolant.
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Time Period II; Mien the meltinj; temperature of the coolant
is attained at the exposed surface, the coolant 1--Cej-lo
to melt. The expansion of the coolant due to phase chnn-e
forces liquid coolant onto the'surfc..ce. Tile interface
between the solid and liquid coolant continues to recele
through the matrix, sustaining the floc, of liquid onto
the surface. The evaporation of coolant from the sur-
face will be neglected until the vaporization temperature
4 tiie coolant is attained at the surface. Therefore,
the melt layer continues to grow until vaporization occurs.
Time Period III. A flora of vapor begins fro the surface of
the melt layer once the vaporisation te-.perature is attained.
Initially this effect will tend to reduce tl..: rate of build-
up of the liquid layer. The mass rate of floc; of vapor
wail continue to increase until it beca:.es greater than
the flaw of liquid onto the surface and the thickness of
the layer will diminish. Figure 1 shoc;s the model during
time periods II and III.
Time Period IC: As the flora of va or continues, the vapor-
liqui.l interface will recede throughout the matrix, having
a transpiration effect on the convective heating at the
exposed surface (Figure 2). The vapor-liquid interface
recedes to the back face of the matrix at which time all
coolant is exhausted.
Time Period V; In the final period of intercF:t, heating continues
in the base tungsten matrix, until the r;elting temperature
_^
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Figure 1: Theoretical. Model, Time Periods II and III
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of the tun plf'ten at the exposed surface is exceeded. It is
possible that the melting temperaLurc of the tunf;stcn will
be exceeded before time period V even begins. This time
will be considered as the critical time and the analysis
is complete.
The major cooling mechanisms cmployed in the analysis are
the heats absorbed on the phase change at the liquid-solid and
vapor-liquid interfaces. Other mechanisms include: convective
cooling as the gaseous and/or liquid coolant flows through the
porous structure, reduction of the convective heating at the
exp-sed surface by mass addition, and the insulating effect of
the melt layer above the exposed surface.
Several simplifying assumptions are roads. Equal matrix and
coolant temperatures zit any given depth in the porous matrix are
assumed. This has been substantiated by VIcinbaum and V!hee'er (10)
in their analysis of heat transfer in sweat-cooled metals. In
addi ion, heat conducted through t ` coolant in the vapor phase
is assumed negligible as compared to that conducted t'.rough the
matrix. Due to the complexity of the problem, erosion at the
exposed surface and diffusion or chemical reaction between coolant
vapor and hot-gas are neglected. Also, radiation from the hot
gas to the heated surface is assumed negligible compared to the
convective heating.
B. Detailed Theoretical Ane^rsis
A detailed theoretical analysis is developed for the various
time periods described in Section A of this chapter.
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1. Time Period I (05 0 ^ 01)
Since the temperature difference between the matrix and the
coolant is assumed negligible, it is convutiie:it to define an
apparent thermal conductivity for the matrix z , -Id solid cool A
composite,
k	 = k (1-P) + k P	 (3.1)
ms	 m	 cs
and heat capacity per unit volume as,
(PC) ms = p mcm (1-P) + PcsccsP
	
(3.2)
which will be assigned locally to the comp-)site. After heating
has begun but before the surface temperature has rer. '-hed the
melting temperature of the infiltrant, an energy balance on
any interna-1 element can be written as:
_(p c) aT
2x[
kms^'T =
	
msae	 (3.3)
The corresponding initial condition and bo 'ary conditions are
as follows:
When 0 = 0, T = Txi	 (3.3a)
at x = L, k aT	 h (T -T)
ms aX = o o	 (3. 3b)
at x = 0, DT = 0	 (3.3c)
W
Solutions to the above equation, with constant properties, are
presented in the form of charts in most heat transfer texts
(for example, 11). Since these charts assume constant thermal
properties, they are not applicable to this analysis and ctuL
i
r-
lG
be used only as an approximate check to the solution ob-
tained.
2. Time Period II (0 1 ^ e ` 02)
After melting of the infiltrant -t the surface begins,
there exists a time period during which a liquid layer gro,,rs
onto the surface due to expansion of the coolant upon melting.
The var-ous regions that may exist are sho:cn in Figure 1. When-
ever the liquid layer exists on the su--face, there are three
regions in which a heat balance must be written. The first
region is the liquid layer itself. The heat bala::ce can be
written as follo;•:s :
Region I - (L < x 5 d2)
a	
k2  
	 , c T = P c aT	 (3.4)
aX	 `z aX	 £ax cti
	
ck c£d0
Where initially the temperature distribution is that determined
from time period I at e = 0 1 , and the boundary conditions are:
at x = d-,, k ciaT = h 0 (T0 - T)	 (3.4a)
ax
where T< Tv(Po)
(3.4b)at x = L, k aT I = k aT
cz
ax I	 Mkax III
Where again an apparent conductivity of the matrix and liquid
coolant is written as,
kmz = km (1-P) + k c P	 (3.4c)
d61
mt (P
ct	
P )P
csd©
(3.6)
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It is seen that the solution for this region is dcpendont
on the temperature gradients in region II and the mass flora rate
of the liquid coolant. An energy balance at the melting inter-
face yields the following expression for mass flow rate of
liquid infiltrant per unit area:
m	 Pcs - P ct k aT I	 k DT I	 (3.5)-
R - PcsXm	 -	
mfax II	 ms-ax III
Thus region I is also dependent on the temperature gradient in
region III and therefore all regions must be solved simul-
taneously. The mass flo;•7 rate of liquid may also be written
as:
so that the recession rate of the melting interface may be
determined from:
d6 1	m 	 (3.7)
de	
Oct -Pcs)P
subject to the conditions
at x = 6 11 T = Tm	(3.7a)
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When 0 = 0 1 , d l = L
	 (3. 70
Tl,c growth rate of the liquid layer on the surface may
also be determined from the mass flow rate of the. liquid onto the
surface. This can be written as:
dd
m£ - 
P c£ d02
	
(3.8)
or,
d6  m£
d0 = Pcz	
(3.9)
In makincy t Ls analysis, it is assumed that thermal expansion is
negligible except during a phase chan-e. A detailed development
of the mass flo •. rate expressions are contained in Section C of
the finite-difference analysis.
Region II - !d lS x<L)
For the region where there exists liquid coolant in a solid
matrix a heat balance may be written as fol.lovs:
2 [kmS^2T 	 m 2 c T_	 aT
2x	 ax	 £2x c£
	 (Pc)m£20	 (3.10)
where initially the temperature distribution is that determined
from time period I at 0 = 0 1 , and the boundary condition is:
when x = d l = 0, aT = 0
ax
(3.12)
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at x= d , k a'r IIIk 	
aT 1111
= ,,, p
1 	 tn`Jx 
	 "'
0
dx 	
k cs m	 (3. 10a)
(Pcs-pcA)
3
Region III - (0 <_ x < dl)
In region III, there exists solid coolant within the matrix so
i
that the differential equation will be the same as that presented in
time period I. The initi-i condition is again the temperature dis-
tribution from time period I at e = 6 1 and the boundary condition
at x = 0 remains:
when x = 0, aT = 0	 (3.11)
ax
It should be noted that the existence of region III is dependent on
the location of the liquid-solid interface ( d l ). If d l<_ 0, region 11I
does not exist and the boundary condition (3.10x) for region II
becomes:
Also, it is understood that once the melting interface recedes to the
back face of the matrix the formation of liquid coolant no longer takes
place.
3. Time Period III ( 3 2 < es e q)
The temperature of the liquid at the surface of the liquid layer
exposed to hot-gas flow will continue to rise until its vaporization
temperature corresponding to the free-stream pressure is attained.
The vaporization temperature can be expressed in terms of vapor
pressure by the general equation:
T = 
	 B
v A - lo6 P-
v
(3.13)
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Once vaporization begins, the heat associated %•:ith this change of
phase is absorbed at the surface of the layer. The effect of
vaporization temperature on the latent heat of vaporization will
be computed from Watson's equation as presented is reference (12).
av = a
:ib Tc - Tv
	 0.38	 (3.14)
1 c Tnb
To use this equation, it is required that a nb , the latent heat at
the norm:1 boiling point, T nb , be knov%,. The latent heat at all
other reduced tem,-er :.uses can then be computed from equation (3.14),
if the critical temperature of the coolant, T eo is available.
The rate of formation of vapor per unit area may be ca]cul:ted
from an energy balance at the surface of the liquid layer as:
my = 1	 h0(T0 - Tv) - kCZ aT I	 (3.15)
av	 ax I
Assumin^ 11 vapor formed leaves the surface,
DI = m	 (3.15a)
v	 v
The regions that may exist for this time period correspond to those
defined in tirie period II. The mass flow rate of vapor leavinz the
liquid layer will tend to reduce the gro::th rate of the liquid layer
21
until CVCI1Lually the rla.s flo;; rate of Vapor exceeds the ulnss flow
rate of liquid onto the surface. At that time the thickness of
	 #
the liquid layer vill. bogi ,l to recede to;aard the original surface.
Equation (3.9) ca no-,d be rewritten to give the recession rate
of the liquid-vapor interface as:
d6 2
	m  - my	 (3.16)
d0	 PCz
The differential equation describing the liquid layer remains:
a KdT	 ni2 cT= PcaT
axaa - Rax c-	 cR cR a©	 (3.17)
t
with boundary conditions:
at x = 6 2 , h o (T 0 - Tv) - kCz aT I = mvav	 (3.17a)
ax I
at x = L, k aT I = k aT I II	 (3.17b)
cR
ax I	 mRax
and with the initial condition that the ten:
0 = 02 is known from time period II.
The regions below the original SurfaCL
will remain the same as in time period II.
note that .luring the periods in which there
abovo the surface, the underlying stri:.ture
?erature profile at
for time period III
It is essential to
exists a liquid layer
remains at a tempL-raturc
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less than the cc,olant vnpnriznIlorl temperature at free-stream
pressure.
4. Time Per!od I%' (03< O5 Oi,)
After the liquid layer recedes to the origi ,.,1 surface (0 = 03)
the coolant will begi ► i Lo vaporize from within the matrix. The
various regions that may exist are sho;;n in Fi i;uru 2.
Region I - (625; 	 L)
Wien the vapor.-liquid interface has receded bolo;; the original
surface the heat b.:!ance for region I is as follows, assuming that
the thermal conductivity and heat capacii1. of the vapor are
negligible in comparison to those of the matrix,
d
	
[k(l-') aT - n a c T= p c (l-P) 3T	 (3.18)
TX m	 ax	 vax cv m m	 TO
where initially the temperature distribution irs that determined
from time period III at 0 = 0 3 , and the boundary conditions are:
at x = L,	 k (1-P) 9T = li (T - T)	 (3.18a)
m	
ax	
o 0
at x = 6 2 , l: (1-I) oT 	- k oT	 = m a	 (3.18b)M	
ax I	 max II	
v v
In the above cluations, h o is the convective heat-transfer coefficient
at the original surface. The effect of mass addiLion to the bOUndar7
layer is neglected on the basis of data presented by Gessner et al. (2)
as previously discussed.
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The mc.-s flow rate of the coolant in vapor form throu.•,h the
porous matrix wi ll be reduced duo to a pressure drop hctt:l rcn Llic
interface and original surface. As suGc-ested by Greenberg and
Wegcr (13) and Green and Duwc:, (14), Trost cxperimental results
for one-dimensional fla, ,
 through porous r:aterials may he corrulat: a
by an equation of the type:
-	 = a^A , t (ipvn
	(3.19)
where a and R are constants, n is an exponent between 1.0 and 2.0
and V is the velocity of the fluid. The constants a and S, de-
fined respectively as the viscous and inertial coefficients,
characterize the por !s structure and are independent of the
physical properties of the fluid. The viscous coef.:icient is
the inverse of the perreability coefficient defined by Darcy's
Law. The first term on the right--hand side of equation (3.19)
represents the portion of the pressure gradient due to friction,
whit-e the second term represents the inertial effects. The
inertial coefficient is thought to account for the irre^,,ularity
of the flo,., passages and the contraction and expansion of t-he
fluid rapidly chanc-ing direction in the flow path. Letting
my - pcvV	
(3.20)
Ir
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and using the perfect-gas law, equation (3.19) can be urittc r n as:
P22	
13 1 2	 2aURuViv	 2.IRUTwv2	(3.21)
Ax	 gcM + gcM
GL ' ssner, et al. (2) suggest that to account for the non-isothermal
flow of the coolant vapor to the surface equation (3.21) can be used
to calculate the interface pressure by writing:
	
2	
2mvRur	 L	 1/2
Pv - Po +
	
v	
(au + Sm)
J
	Tdx	 (3.22)v
g c	 d2
The dependence of a and G on temperature and press .re have also been
studies' (2). It is concluded that 6 is indepe- ?ent of temperiLturc and
pressure over the ranges anticipated in this analysis. Although a is
independent of pressure, its dependency on temperature is significant,
but at present its dependency has not been substantiated and will
not be included in this analysis. It is also noted that the viscous
and inertial coefficients are alsi independent of matrix porosity (2).
The coolant-vapor viscosity variation with temperature is
calculated from the relation presented by Gambill (15, equation 15)
with units modified:
(MT nb ) 1/2	 0.0742 (T/Tnb)0.645-0.0249 	 (3.23)
2/30.9 lop (1.18'1'/'1'	 )
	
Vnb	
(1.181'/Tnb)
	
nb
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where 11
nb is the noluz gas volume at the normal boili_nc; point.
Applying the perfe, t-gas law, the molar gas volu-:e at th_ nori:!al
boilin3 point becomes:
_ Ru 1 nb	 (3.24)
Vnb	 Pnb
or,
Vnb = 0.73 T,ib
	
(3.25)
Substituting equ Uon (3.25) into (3.23) the viscosity expression
becomes:
ri112	 0.0915 (T/Tnb) 0.645_ 0.0307	 (3.26)
u	 Tnbl/6
	 (1.15 T/Tnb)0.9 loo (1.18 T1 nb)
The terp orature at the vaporization interface ray now be deterr..ined
from the vapor pressure-te=peratu:-e relationship (3.13). Also the
latent heat of vaporization will be available from ['atson's equation
(3.14). The mass flora rate of coolant vapor per unit surface area
is then deternincd from an energy balance at the vapor-liquid
interface,
_ p ct;-p c v_ 	 k (1-P) --T	 k ^oT	 (3.27)
my	
pcRw
m	
ax I1 -	
pax IIIJ
and the location of the vapor-liquid interface fro: a mass balance,
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d62	 i11 	 - III 	 (3.28)
TT= P(pcv-pct.)
It is again evident that the solutions to the abo% ,e equations are
not only dependent on each other but also on those of the other
regions that exist during this time period.
The an-lysis of regions below the vapor-liquid interface is
the same as presented previously in time period II. The existance
of region III will cease during this time period, as must that of
region II, since this time per i od is defined to include the
vaporization of all coolant. Mien the vapor-liquid interface
recedes to the insulated surface, the coolant will be depleted.
This will conclude time period IV.
S. Ti-e Period V ('4< 6 <0crid
After all coolant is exhal;ted only one region will exist--
that of a porou_ matrix. The differential equation can be written
as:
a	 km	 ` p rl cm (1-P)aT	 (3.29)
TX 	
ax]
	
ae
with as initial condition the resulting temperature distribution
from the preceedng time period, and the boundary conditions;
at the exposed surface,
2.7
km(1—T') oT = h o (T 0 — T)
ax
and at the insulated back face,
aT = o
	
(3.29b)
asX
This equation will be employed until the temperature at the matrix
surface (x = L) is equal to the melting temperature of the matrix. 	 j
This time will be considered the critical time and the analysis
complete.
C. Methods of Srl.ution
As previously mentioned, the solution of the differential
equation applicable to time period I is presented in cost elementary
heat-transfer texts for the case of constant thermal properties.
Unfortunately, a closed-form solution to ;cation (3.3) is not
as readily obtainable, due to difficulties arising in the separation
of variables technique of solution.
At the instant melting occurs at the original surface, a
difficulty arises in specifying the boundary conditions in addition
to the complication of the dependency of the themal properties
on temperature. The coolant mass flo ,;, rate, the grcxth rate of
liquid layer above the surface, and the recession rate c the
liquid-solid interface are not prescribed functions but are
interdependent. Therefore, the boundary conditions at the original.
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surface and the interface arc nut uniquely specified. Further-
more, the various regions that exist at any instant of time are
coupled at the interface and cannot be solved independently.
Similar difficulties exist at the vapor-ligLA interface, with
the added complicit ._ of the dependence of the vaporization
temperature on pressur4_
Due to the above conplic;:tions, a closed-form solution does
not seem feasible at this time. Mien closed-forn: solutions are
not possible, the approach often used for transient conduction
problems is a finite-difference solution similar to that discussed
by Dusinberre (16). A finite-difference analysis will be used
to evaluate the temper tune distributions within the composite,
I i	 and tl ^ surface temperature variation, interface locations,
LA mass flora rates of the coolant with time.
IV. THE ]*-']INIT i-1)I l'1 ERENCh; ANALYSIS
A. The :initc-Difference Nodul acid CUneral F.clu:itions
The finite-di f.f:crence approximations to the theoretical models
presented in Chapter III are shown in Fi . — tres 3 and 4.	 The com-
posite is divided into a-1 equal. elements of h.ight Ax and unit
area, yielding n nodal points. The nodal. po`•its are counted as:
1, located at the thermally insulated back face, through n, on
the origina,. surface.
It is convenient to first derive an explicit finite-difference
equation for a general internal nodal point, i, which will be used
for several regions throughout the entire heating period by
selectively substituting the proper conditions at the time of
application. This equation will be used to evaluate the tc eratures
of the internal _lements, excluding boundary elements and those
elements adjacent to interfaces, for all regions throughout the
entire heating period. The differential equation for an internal
element, in its most general form, can be written as:
`
a	 k	 iJ m a	 (p c) ° -T	i 	 (4.1)
ax 
M axr ]- C_ (c c T i ) =	 m a -
In order to derive an explicit finite--difference equation as an
approximation to equation (4.1), consider a heat balance on a
finite-difference element as shown in Figure S. The term explicit
is used to denote that the temperature or the element after one
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Lime	 incremc, t	 ('ii '	 at	 0 + AG) 1. 1;	 cvaluziLed	 from	 thy. temperatures
of adjacent nodal points (T,+1 and11' i_1 )	 at	 Lim,	 0. LaLer on the
term implicit is u: ed to denote. Lhat	 the	 teulpc-rature of	 the cloviont
after one time increment (T.
1 ' at 0 + AO) is evaluated from the
temperature o{ thu adjacent nodal points ('Ti-11' and T i-1 ') at
time 0 + A0.
Figure 5
A General Internal Finite-Difference Element
An energy balance on the element shown in Figure 5 yields,
4 1
	q2 + mc ccxT x	 mc ccx+AxTx+Ax	 (ac) me dui x	 (4.2)
or, using finite-difference approximaticas:
T +T.	 T	 -T,
	
^T,+T,_ l T ,-T,_,k	 i i+1i	 k  me	 2	 — Ax	 - me	 2 )	 Ax
T.+T,	 T.+T. 
+ m
	
cc i i-1
	 i 	 cc
C	
i i+ 1 	i i+ 1
2	 l	 2	 2	 2I
`  T
	
(nc)mc(li) i' -1
—i
Ax	
(4.3)
AO
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Throe, p out: the fini te-difference r,n,t]ysis, the temperaturc enclosed
ill
	 fol]cn;inf, a thermal. property will indicate the
teripurature at which that property is to be evaluated. SOINint;
equation (4.3) for T i ' yields:
T	 T + C10	 k	 Ti
+Ti 
	
Ti _1-Ti
i	 i	 (pc; t.,c (T i )	 me	 2	 ^x 2L 
T,+T,
	 T,	 -T,	 ri DO	 T,+T,	 T,+T.
+ kmc i i+1+1 i + c	 ___ 
[c
_i i-1
2	 Qx-2	 (pc)mc(1'i)Gx-	 2	 2I
c	 Ti+1 i+1	 (4.4)1 i+1 i F 1
c	 _
2 ^	 2
The above equation is then the general equation for a region con-
sisting of solid, liquid, or gaseous coolant in a solid matrix-. The
thermal properties and the mass flo ,,,, rate of the coolant must be
suitably selected. For explicit equations such as equation (4.4),
there is a certain criterion whici must be satisfied to assure
stability of the calculated temperature values. This is accomplished
by reducing the time increment sufficiently for a given nodal spacing
so that the coefficient of the unprimed temperature is positive.
For equation (4.4) the coefficient is:
1 - DO
	
kmc 
11+it
-1 + kmc^r +1i+1^
AX  ( p c) mc (T	 2	 I	 2	 I
A, to
	
T +1'T +T
2(pc) IItC (T ,)[,x	 2	 21
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and the requi red sta'• i1 i ty bcconu^s:
1. +T	
"'iVI _^_µ_^..^. me -
	 (	 )
Ax2((c)mc(li)
	
2	
2	 4.4b
m	 Z' 	 1' +T
c 
	 c	 i i+7
me i
EL;Uation (4.4) iw:y also be modified to apply at the insulated
back face. If i = 1, Ti-1 = Ti+l' and m = 0 for the back fare
element of height Ox/2 equation (4.4) is written as:
T ' = T 
+ 260	 _ k	 T1+T2	 T2-T1	
(4.5)1	 1	 ( p c) mc (1 1 )	 me	 2	 6x2
It is also possible to drive a general itiplicit equation
for the nodal point at the original surface under normal conditions;
that is, when a liquid layer does not exist above the surface
and all interfaces, if they exist, have receded below nodal point
n-l. The differential equation is:
a
aT 	 r	 aT'
ax [k	 mmc ( n t) ,i^ll 	cax c (T	 T	 c)
i
cn , '	 (pmc (r )n,a0n	
(4.G)l	 L
or, expanding
2
k (T	 ')D T	 ' ak	 0'	 ') in c (T	 ') DT	 '
me n n
+
me	 n
—ax -	
c c	 n n
ax2
ax
-m T' ac (T
n
') -c n
	 c	 -
i+x
(pc)
	 (T	 Y",
	me 	 n
TO
(4.
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At +iic c%poL;t-d surf acv, We uia)' al;;c+ WI-1lu t}lat tIIc couvcctlw.
heat lnput to the stn-f ac;e is eclual to the Beat conductc!cl into
the conlp();itc:
11 0 (t 0 - 1')	 k c (	 n11	 dl1n	 n 	 (4.S)
o ^;
or,
aTn _ }l c (1 o-1 .11	 (4.9)
me n
Writing the Tavlor-ser es
higher derivatives for th
aT
n
Tn-1 = 1'
n
 - Ax ax
expansions, negl.:--ting third-order and
e temperature at the surface yields:
2
	67 a T
	 	
(4.10)
+ 2
	
2
ax
or,
2
a Tn 	
2(i	 1-T	
2	 aTn'
ax 	 Ax 
	 Ax ox
and,
aT
T  = T 	 n
- A0 a© -
or,
aT '	 T '-T
n	 n n
3e	 AO
(4.11)
(4.12)
(4.13)
Also for the therrml properties:
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ak	 (T' )
k	 (1' '	 1 = k	 (T ') _ Ax _ uic n_	 (/i. 14)
me n - 1'	 me n	 ax
or,
a^mr^ln') =
 Inc 11	 —l.mc(T11	 (4.15)
ax
	
A,
and similarly:
Dc (T
	 cc(Ln')	
c c (1 n 1 -1 )	 (4.1G)
ax	 -	 — Da — --
Substitutir.j equations (4.9), (4.11), (4.13), (4.15), and (4.16)
into equation (4.7) and solving for the tempe.-ature of the surface
gives:
(^ c)	 (T ')	 k	 ( T ' )T, =
	
me n T+ 2 me n _ T,
n	 ^©	 n	 nx2	 n -1
+ h 0 T 0	 31:mc(Tn') - kmc(Tn'-1)
kmc (f 	 Ax	
- mc c ` (Tn )
/r
(p c)	 (T ')	 k (T ')	 h	 3k (T ')-k (T '	 )
me n
	
me n	 o	 me n	 me Il -1
A6	
+ ^— bx
2
	+ kmc(ln,)
	
Ax
-mc c c (Tn ' )	 (4. ?.7)
The above equation is ther the general imp licit equation
applicable at the original surface for the coi.ditions previously
discussed. Implicit finite-difference equations req-jire :to
stability criterion.
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li.	 7_it;__ 11 Urii,d 1 (0 C c U1)
During Lhe initial hc!atin l; period, the co;,:posite consists of
solid coolant in th^ solid ratri_x. The temperatures of tho interiml
nodal points are Fivon by the general explicit equation (4.4) as
f of lows :
Nodal points 2 through n-1
= k
me	 ms
(P c ) mc	(Pc)ms
	 (4.15)
in = 0.0
C
The temperature at the insulated back face is determined fro,-
explicit equation (4.5):
Nodal point 1
k = k
me	 r-
(PC) EIC = (Pc) ms	(4.19;
The general implicit equation for the original surface is
app licable at the e:; )o: ' surface:
Nodal. point n
k = k
MC	 ms
(P c )_ (P c)
	
(4.20)
me	 ms
m = 0.0
C
The tir:a at which i ►e temperature at the exposed surface is
the same. as the normal r. _lting point of the coolant will be de-
noted as 6 1 and will terminate tiro period 1.
aft
C. Time Period TI_ (n i p 05 OZ)
There may exist three s vparate and distinct regions during Luis
heating period as indicated in Figure 3. The general explicit
equation ( 4) will be used Lo ca?culale the temperatures of the
interior nodal po'Ats for these regions as follows:
Nodal point, 2 through m2-1
k = k
me	 ms
(Pc)mc - WAS	 (4.21)
m = 0.0C
Nodal points ml + 1 through n-1
kmc - km R
(Pc)mc = (PC) MR 	 (4.22)
me = mQ
cc 
= cck
The temperature of the back face will again be determined from
equation (4.5) with:
Nodal point 1
	
kmc - kms	 (4.23)
lPc) mc = (PC) ms
At this point, it must be noted that the existence of the
region consistiig of the solid coula •it wiLhin a solid matrix depends
on the location of the liquid-solid interface and, therefore, the
point within the composite where the temperature is equal to the 	
4
melting temperature of the coolnnt. Since the tenperature gradient
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near the insulated hn , 17
 face of thc: composite is small co.-pared
to that nearer the heated surface, it is convenient to 1-•t the
temperature of the bacic face be equal. to the melting temperature
Of the coolant When the liquid-solid interface recedes beluw
nodal point 2. At subsequent times, the liquid-solid interface
will not c tst and the temperature: of the back face wil] be
determined fro,u equat.ion(4.5) with:
Nodal point 1
kmc = kmz	 (4.24)
(P C ) mc = (Pc)mz
Also, at the tide %. ,lien .ihe interface recedes belo;: nodal point 2,
the formation of liquid %will cease and for subsequent calculations,
m, = 0.
The remainin g. nodal points require a separate analysis due
to the heat absorption accompanying :welting at the liquid-solid
interface and 'ue to the liquid layer above the original surface.
It is convenient to develop tiro equations that apply at different
times -upending on the loc-=ion of the liquid-solid interface.
First, however, an expression will be devclored relating the mass
rate of flow of the liquid, the rate of formation of the liquid,
and the recession date of the liquid-solid interface.
Consider the clement defined by the liquid-solid.interface at
times 0 and 0 + A0 as sheen in "figure 6.
61
1
!1
(1; nit Area)
s
4 
Figure 6
Eler..-lit Defined by Liquid-Solid Interface
at Tiiaes e a:.3 e + 60
The rate of formation of liquid is:
mk j^fA = P 
cs
PA(5 1
 - dl')
	
(4.25)
or,
( d l - S1')	 (4.26)
mR - 
P csP	Ae
The nass of the coolant at time e p MV may be v.ritten as:
Pie -
 PCs PA(` 1 - b l ')	 (4.27)
and at time 0 + AO:
ri
e+Ae = PCZPA(t 1 — 6 1 ')	 (4.28)
Substracting equations (4.28) from (4.27):
Pie - : ie+Ae = inRAAe = PA(^
cs
 - P ct ) (^ 1 - 611)	 (4.29)
so that:
(61	 ^1^)	 (4.30)
mR = P(P cS
 - p cti ) -- 
G© —
III
Conihin.ing e (It ;:t 1 onv; ( II. 26) and (/I. 30) , we ; lo-;o obLa.i n Lhc rcl.ata on
Iettc n tho mass flow rate an (I tIto rate of formation of the I1qui(I
COOL111L as:
M  = ^^s - p ) 13	 (4.31)
cs cQ
1. Liquid Solid Interface Above ?god it "oint n-1
In the development of the equations for the liq	 -solid intel-
face recession, first consider the case where the interface lies
between the original surface and nu..al point n-1. The temperature
of nodal points 1 through n-2 are determined explicitly as prev;_ously
discussed. To develop an '.mplicit finite-difference equation for
the location of the liquid-solid interface, consider tl e follo::ing
system as sl^wn schematically in Figure 7.
It is assur d that while the liquid-solid interface lies above
nodal point n-1, the quantity of liquid that has accumulated above
the original surface is negligible and therefore the thickness of
the liquid layer above the surface (6 2 - L) is sufficiently small
so that we may let T
v	 n
= T . This allows us to ;rite:
T -T
ql - ho(To	 T n ) = kmtlLn- d	 14.32)1
An implicit equation f-r the Feat conducted out of the element (q2)
will be developed for a general case later.
The shaded area of Figure 7 represents the cllanre of internal
enc• r.gy of the element, AU, and may be written as:
n=ml	 r.-1=m2
^1—
T^
n
T
n
T
m
2
2
T
n-2=m2-1
x
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Fir,urc 7: Schematic of Liquid-Solid Interface Above PZt 'al Poinl 11-1.
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LU :- 1/2(f- . c)	 ( T '- T )(), - 6 1 ) - 4- 1/2(,)c)	 (r 1 - 6 1 ')(T '-T )
mL n	 ^^	 m^	 u	 m
+ 1 / 2 ([ cC) 
ms
( T  '- 2 - T  n- 2 ) [61-( n- 3)Ax]
+ 1/2(pc) ms (6 1 -6 1 ')(Tm-l n ' -2 )	 (4.33)
With some al cbra equation (4.33) I ;Iay be rewritten as:
2AU = (L - 61') [ ( pc ) mZ ( T n ' - Tm) '+ (pc) Ills (rni 1n'-2) 1
- (L - 6 1 )[(Pc ) MC ( 1 n- 1 m ) + ( pc ) ms ( Tm Tn ' -2 )]	 (4.34)
+ (pc)ms(ln'-2-Tn-2)[61-(n-3)6x1
An energy balance on the element yields:
( q l - g 2 M e - AU = mk AB	 (4.35)
and substitution of equations (4.31) and (4.30) into the cner_y
balance:
2(q l-g 2 )Ae - 2AU = 2p
cs
XnP(L-6 1 ') - 2pcsamP(L-61) (4.36)
Substittrion of equation (4.3 . into (4.36) yields:
A3 - A2 - (L-61') [(pc)mz(Tn'-Tm) + A 4 ] = U	 (4.37)
by defining the follo;aing constants:
A2	 (p° ms n) 	 (T ' -2 -T n- x)[61-(n- 3)Lax]
A3 = 2(q 1-g 2)A0 + 2pcsamP(L-61)
+ (L-61)[(pc ) nl;,(Tn-Tm) + (
oc)VS (TIll Tn ' -2 )]	 (4.38)
A4 
- (pc ) ms(Tm-Tn -2 + 2pcs^t:1P
Using the sane assumption that led to equation (4.32) , we may write:
,
lo o To
 Tn	 `^mr	 L	 1'J	
+.39
I, r,
or solving fur T ' >
n
	
_ _ __ _ _	 _
1 n	 k 	 11	 (4.40)
Sub stitution of equaLi on (!, .4dI reduces, (,' .37) Lo a qu Irat i c equation
in the unl:no:m 0. - S 1' ) ,
h0[A4+((,c) Ill ; (T 0—T 1 ^) l (;.-S 1') 2 -	 ( A 3-A 2 ) h 0- A 4 1: n^ 4 J (L-0 1 ' )
(A3-A
2 )k m;" = 0	 (4.41)
from which the solution is:
(A3-A2)h0-A41:ms^
l	 2	
1
l
(A -A )1i -A k	
J	
+ 4h r^^ + (pc) m.. (T -T )] (A -A )1 _t 3 2 0 4 ml J	 o L  4	 m^ o m	 3 2 m^
2h 0 f  A 4+(Pc) mk (T0-T ri )]	 (4.42)
Close inspecticn reveals that the positive sign must be used to in-
sure S,'< 61.
Equation (4.42) enables one to calculate the location of the
liquid-solid interface and thus the mass floe rate of the liquid
from equation (4.30).
To determin. the temperature at the original surface, we will
develop an implicit equation to be used vhenever equation (4.42) is
emlloycd. Coasidcr again Figure 7 and the discuss on that led to
equation ( !1.3''). The heat transfer may be t:,ri`Len:
q 	
t1 (T -T ') = k	 a1n	 (4.43)
0 0 11	 m" dx
4s
Tlrc d.ificrcrrtirjl cgwltioil rrt thu mir:fucc Is
2
D i n 	inz ' c ct . aJ rr
' 	 1 _ dl' r1 1 	 (4.44)
^— 2 -- — k —'-- - ux	 a	 ao
ax	 m;,	 m^
Write the Taylor-series e%pan-lions:
DT
T  = Tn ' - A0 30n
or,
DT 	 T  Tn	 (4.46)
a0	 ^8
and,
	
8T '	 (11-611) 2 a 2 T 1
III = Tn 	 1 ) dx
	
+	 2	 ax 	 (4. /+7)
or,
2	 ^	 ,
a J'n
	 2(T -T ') F --?^__ aTn 	 ( 4 .48)
ax2-- (L-61') 2	 m n	 (I-61 ) ax
Substituting equations (4.46) and (4.4S) into the differential
equation and solving for the temp ature grad c , nt at the original
surface yields:
1 (Tn ' -7 n)	 2	 (T -T ' )
aTn '	 amr 
	
(I.-6 1') 2	 nr n
a x	 -	 --
_	 2	 _ fn k IC C A 	 (4.49)
(L- 61')	
kmZ	
-
Substitution of equation (4.49) into (4.43) and solving for T n ' gives:
1
_2_ _ _ mk c c;.	 kmC_	 2k MTrn_
	
IroTo	 (I•-6 11) 	 kin:	 Jn a mr n ^ + (1.-61')2
T' 
_	
------------- - --«^---
n
1k
°1c - + 2}-t " _	 + 1,	 _2	
tiro cc r
	 (4. 50)
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A generalized illLurholation equ;It10:1, b;aed on the di_ffurentizl
equnLi.orn, for dctermininc, the U;hi:nUl Ih te;;;perature T' or 1 ii1
 
%"J 11
he dc'velohc'd later rIS '.ri.11 the C%pri+SSiorhs for c:Acul;:tinl; the ot;or
variables Tv ' and 52'.
2.	 Li.quid-S olid irt crf::cc- I t e].c.a '.Coda' Point n_1
The seconL' set of equations which v;, i:Il be developed for pru-
dieting the recession of the liquid-solid interface implicitly assures
the iw erface has recede' belo;, nodal point n-1. The procedure is
similar to the previous analysis. Consider Figure 8. Agin, assume
the temperatures of nodes 1 thrcu^ •h m2-1 :nd ml+l through n-1 have
been calculate,* from the general explicit equntion as previously
discussed. The generali; 3 squat ens to calculate the heat con-
ducted into and oat of the element as well as the interpolation
equation for nodes ml and m2 will be developed later as previously
mentioned.
Tho shaded area sho;m in Figure 8 again represents the chance
in internal energy and is written as:
AU = 1/2 (I' )
	 (T '	 -1	 ) [ G-11) _',x - d 11U1 "	 ml+l r.:1+1
+ 1/2 (pc)	 (61-6 11)(T
 1+1-1m) + 1/2 ( p c) r ^, (Tm2-1-Tm2-1)
[61-(-m2-2)!':::] + 1/2(rc)ms(51 61')(rm T e1 I	)	 (4.51)
The enerf;y balance on the cle-ment is avain given by equation (4.36).
Substitutinc equation (4.51) into the energy balance and solvinc for
the ne.: location of the liquid-solid interf ace yields:
m.
x
T
T
2-1
2-1
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ml+l	 ml	 m2
i
Figure 8: S:' emaLic of Liquid-Solid Iiiterf,xe Belot; Nodr:l Point n-l.
t
its
d l' = o ; ' F	 J(pc)	 (T ,.',' ,.
 
-T	 )((:il;'..-31]	 (^► .5Z)in•. 1 	 tal-f-1	
l
+(pc) ns (t m2-1 rn'-1)^G1.:.] + 2t-Ll(g2--4
/ j(pc) .Z ( ml+l Tc) + ('•c)^is(Tm T ta?— I) + 2pcsAmp]
Once the location of the liquid-solid interface is obtained fron
	
_ =
	 equation (4.52) the mass flu.; rate of liquid may be calculated
from equation (.30), as in the case whcre the interface is
located above nodal point n-1 and for r•hich equ._tien (4.42) is
errploved.
There remains to be detiLloped as explicit expression to
determine the te,-iperature at the original surface when the inter-
face has receded belo;, node n-l. Ve may ne€l:ct ie heat storage
in the liquid laver since its r-a xinum thickness for anticipate-'
coolants is at most 5.0 percent of the total co,pesite thickness,
assuming e v trc-- ly high porosity. A r_ore realistic maxis ura thick-
ness would not exceed 2.0 percent of the total conpcsite thickness
since it is not expected that the liquid-sol:3 interface will
recede to the bac k: face before the vaporization te-perature is
	
j	 reached at the exposed surface of the liquid	 'Making this
assumption,	 may vri.te:
h (T -T ) _ ^:	
nr
Tv 3n = k
	
° Tn	 (4.53)
qo 	 0 o v	 cf 6 2 -1,	 t 2x
Solving for the tempt -iture gra r ' • nt at the original surface from
these relations:
DT	 h	 h T (b 2 -L, '- k ,T
	
n _ o_
	 _ o o	 c.. n	 (4.54)
ax	 k	 t o	 h (i.2 -L) + k
	
!	 m1.
	
0	 cx
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f
The differs:tiA equation is:
d 2T	 r ak (T)	 aT	 aT
n	 m^ n	 n	
_ nkmS (Tn) a^2- , L	 ^.^ — - "I cc:. ax -	 _.nI  
(4.55)
Alain using Taylor-series expansions, ice nay write:
aT	 T '-T
n _ n	 n	 (4.56)
aE;	 LO
2
d Tt^	
2(1n-1-Ti,)	 2 aTn 	 (4.57)
ex2
	
Gx2 -- + 
OX 'OX
al:n
 
 (Tr )	 ky (Tn ) - 1: 
r. ,^
- 
(Tn_-_1 )
	(4.53)
ax	 -	 LX
Substituting equations (4.54) and (4.56) through (4.5£) into (4.55)
oad solving for T n ' yiel:s:
Tr '	 T  + ars(Tr)L6 2x2 (1n-1-1n)
R (Tn )-k i _ (Tn,l)
+ k 2 (T )	 Ax _	
: â c
c Z (To-Tn)1
Mf	 n	 (62-L)
l:	 -- + h	 (4.59)
cz	 o
Since this is an explicit equation, the follo:: •ing stability criterion
must be satisfied v.henever equation (4.5`) is employed.
/ r 2a ^(T )
6Q ^ 1	 !	 :i,. n
/	 1) AX 2
3k , (T ) - k (T	 )
n-1h k a (T )	 r—	 ---	 -- ►: c 1
o c ' n = n ---	 --	 11 x	 k r f+ 
2	 L	 k c P.
	
2	 (4.60)
aT .
q l = kmc 
ax
(4: 61)
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3. Generalized Fritiatio n -, for Heat Conducted l . niv and .%%:.iy From
a lini tc - 1)i ff^ rcnc	 1*.3vm(-nt
A Generalized equation %•:ill be dei ved to predict Lite tempera-
tore gradient at a givcn nodal. point, i, which leads to an expression
of Lite follor:ing for,} for the heat conducted into an element:
It is assu,-.A that bctii the old and new te,-!p natures, T, and T,' ! s
well as Lite temperature, TV at a s piall distance, ,gib , belm nodal
point i are known. The di£feren_ al equation can be written as:
	
a 
2 
T.	 r	 (T .	 aT.	 DTk (I __z + l _ U" c ^ ) - 
u1 c (T.) —1 = (pc) (T	 ..) ^ (.+.62)
	
ric i 
ax 	
ox	 c c 1	 OX	 me 1 ae
By writing the Taylor-series exr.ansion:-, we obtain:
aT
i
	T.'-T.	 (4.63)
ao = - c©-
a 2T T. 
__ 2	 2 aTi
(1 -T
ax 
	 ka2	 bi ) + t  ax	
(4.64)
akmc ( T i )	 k 
rile ( T i ) - kmc(Tb)	 (4.65)
ax — _ -- z  --
Substituting equations (4.63), (4.64), and (4.65) into the dif-
ferential equation, we may solve for Lite temperature gradient at
nodal point i, so that with equation (4.61) the heat conducted
into the element becomes:
51
2(1- b- T  )
q	 1
	
2(11	 a r::c(1i )f 0	 f1'-	
-----
r::- i _
kb 
Mc h__
	
---	 - ri c Cr 
i )
	
c c 	
(4.GC)
linen this equation is used in connection Vith equation (4.52), the
variables are:
Ti = 
Tml+1	 me	 r-.'.
T.'	 r i - Trl . +-J
	 mc - amp (4.67)
T  = Tnl
	
nc = of
A = Ax	 c= c
b	 c	 c
In a similar r.anner, we *:a; • develop an e^-. _essien for the heat
conducted at.ay from an element:
Ti'-Ti	
2(Ta Ti)
	
_	 2(i.)
	
arc(Ti )GG
 — 1a2 
-
r..c a £
	
r..: 1 
_ ac c c (T i )	 (4.65)
a
where T and T,' arm the old and net.! temperatures at a given nodal
	
i	 i
point and T	 aa is the kro , ;n ter..perature at a sr-.all dist,=	 , IL ,
above the nodal point. This expression is used in connection with
both equation (4.52) c:here:
T i = 7';^2-1	 kmc	 us
T	 = 
Tn:2-1 amc	 a
	
i	
ms	
(4.69)
T Q - Tm2	 me	 0.0
A = .^x
a
and equation (4.3S) there, I	 '
52
1	 n	 me	 ms
a =a1	 n-?	 Clr	 US
Ta
 = Tn-1	 me = 0.0
I
a
Equation (4.6 °) will also be used in the develop-ment of an expression
to calculate the -a_ _- flu.: rate of vapor leavin c- thy, surface in tine
period 111.
4. Cen•_r.i1izcd Interpol :t_ea E: untion
We must derive a general int,.rpolation equation based on the
differcntinl equation in order to determine the ter:.peratures of the
renainin,, nodal paints in the vicinity of the liquid-solid inter-
face. Ccns der the systc-m shown in Ficure 9.
kmc
T '	 aa ^`	 me
T	
T i
,'	 b
T	
1	 I:l C
^a	 1	 rb
{	 I-•	
1
Figure 9
Inlcrpolation Model
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The di f ferential equatlun i! :	 0. 71)
a 2,1, '	 ak	 (Ti >	 n, '	 k 	 a1'
( '1'.') 	 t°c 1(7. ') —	 _ ` ',c_ i	 i
me i	 2	 ax	 c c i J ax
	 a (T) ate
a:	 me z
We may write the fullo:,in^ Tayl-)r-series expans.;ons:
a1'
Ti = T' - 110 
ao
i
	
(4.72)
DT '	 R 2 a 2 T '
T ' = T.' + %	 3.+ a	 1	 (4.73)
a	 i	 a ax	 2	 ah2
aT' 	 R 2 a 2,1 . ,
Tb^ - T ip ^b ax— + 2 — 2	 (4.74)
ax
ak	 (T,')
kmc (T a ') = kmc (Ti')	 z  —mcax1	 (4. 75)
akmc
m^ o	 mc i	
(T, )
	 (4.7G)k(T') = k(T') - Rb
	 ax
k( Ti ') = k mc ( 1 , .) 
+ A0 akma©mc	 +1,	
(4.77)
From equation (' .72), a! e may writ
aTi '	 Ti'-'ti	 (4.78)
ao =	 AD
Substractin,- equations (4.73) and (4,74) yields:
2	 2, ,
oT i '	 Rb T
a
' - Ra l b '	 (R -R )1','
axR R, (R +n )	 RR
a o a b	 a b
4
51,
Addi. n;; t iho same, CguatiuoL yield;;:
a2.1.i,	 rbT4,_; T ,	 T i , (4.80)
Also substractin;, cqu.itions (4.76) from (4.75) yiC•lus:
ax	 k
	
kb
and adding; these equations :
(T , ) _ Rb1:rc (' a } + ^ akr (T b )	 (4.8?)me i	 Ra + '-b
Similarly, we may obtain.:
k t) ` '.,c (T a ') + k a a ..c (Tb , )
amc (Ti )	 R + i	 (4. 83)
	
a	 b
Substitution of equations (4.7S) thrcui;h (4.S3) into the di.ffer_atial
equation (4.71) r—id sol:infi for the unkno-m te:- rerature leas to the
follo.:ino interpolation equation:
T £ k (1'' )A	 k (T')	 k 2 T ,_ 2T'
	
i b nc a a nc b	 b _a 
a 
b
1' , =	 L7 C	 1,
b me a	 a r.:c b	 a b a b
[3,.b2T'+:.a(2%.b-"
a)lb] -- ki:,^(1') [ 3 :. a 2 l"+,.b(2..a-.',,)T^i^+ 	 _	 2
i a • b (, a+:. b )
b -R a )l;^ c (T3) + (3Za 
~b)`.ri c (lb) + (.a2 .b2ccc(li)
/	 R k	 (T') +,, k	 ( 11 - ' )^
	
+ 1 b nc a_ a rc D	 (	 )
A0 kbamc(Ta)+;.aaic(lb)^
T' -T'
k clt bv '-L11 - h o (T o -Tv ' )2
(4.87)
5S
$c+lect.ively substituting fol- Lite.arl,itrary varlabh-i in thy aibovc
equation allows one to obtain t ii(^ te piperature of any i ntcrtlal nodal
point by knowing the	 at the arbitrary distances f. a
and S  above and bclo:? the Modal point. 1•;hcn used for determining
the temperatures of the nc.'_al points above and below the illLerface,
it is convenient to use the temperatu. •e of the interface as one
of the known temperatures.
5. The Gro:: th of the Liquid Layer
The only remaining unknowns in time period 11 are the thick-
z.ess of the liquid above the original suface and the tenperaturc
at the exposed surface of the liq •. '.d layer.
Consider a mass balance on the coolant above the liquid-solid
interface at ar_y time. :Neglecting; any thernnal expansion other than
that due to phase clung::, t.re may o:ri t , on a un i t area basis:
Pcz(T Ill )(5 Z '-L) = [Pcs(1 Ill )	 pcz(T^1)] P(L-E 1 ')	 (4.85)
so that solving for the thickness of the liquid layer yields:
P	 (T )
d 2 ' = L + P (I.-51') G
	
(Tcs m^ _ 1
	 (4.86)
ck m
The discussion which led to equation (4.53) allows one to write:
and solving for the temperature at tho e:,posc( t su ace of the
liquid layer gives:
iSG
I T (b ,'-l.) I.	
c;,
k	 'i'
n- U U	 _ __i'v	- 
11 0 (6 2 -1.) -I- k c t _ (if .81E)
1dl ►en the tern, mature at thct e;;po.scd surface of t11c liquid lays.
beco,.c.,; equal to the vaporization temperature of the coolant at
at;1bicnt pressure, Lite time till be dc;Agnated 0 2 and time. period
II will bc- complete.
D. ljr.,: Pc-riod III (0 2 < 0 <_ 03)
1. Belo:., the Original Surface
The determination of all temperatures, the location of tue
liquid-solid interf.. :e, and the mass flow rate of the liquid coolant
below the original surface are obtained from the jame equations
discusF ^ d in tir period Ii. It is assumed that the location of
the liquid-solid interface, if it exists, is below nodal point n-1.
1. The Depletion o f. the Li quid Laver
ldhen the tem,	 ature at the exposed su •r ace of the 1;qui('. li.yer
exceeds the vaporiz%tion temperature of the )olant at ambient pres-
sure the li ,ui-d begins to vaporize at the surface. New equations
Which account fo. this effect are required for the temperature of
the original surface and for the mass flow rate of vi , , :)r leaving	 .
the surface of the liquid layer.
In Lite development of an implicit equation for the temperature
of Lite original surface the differential equation is:
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A III ". (T	 >
	
m9 n 
ax2	 ax	 Y, cR n	 ax	 flnip, tr
(4.89)
and Taylor-.-:cries expansions may be written as in cqu; ► tions (4.56)
through (4.58) : o that sub.^ti.tirtion into Ow di ffen-ntial equation
yields:
i,	 (Tm	 11	 21:mk ( t 11 ')	 km, ( i n ' )
In
 L
a (T ' )GO + ---- 2 ---^ - a (T ' )G6 1nlil y,	 n	 Ax	 Int	 n
	
2k , (T ')	 3I:	 (T ' ) — k , (T ' )	 I aT
+	 m:. _n	 1. , +	 mk n -_	
r7^, n-1— - to c ("I' ') 	 n-
Lx
2	 n--1	 Ax	 R ck n J ax
(4.90)
Again, neglecting ULC bent storace in the liquid layer and ro-ilizin-
that the e:-:posed surface of the liquid layer remains at a constant
temperature, we write:
k	 Tv T:•,.	 k	
(T ^) aTn 	 (4.91)
	
cR c 2 ' -L 	 mp n	 dx
or
	
3T 
	 kc2	 Tv-Tn	 (4.92)
	
dx	 k (T ') 62'-L
mS n
where the conductivity of t : liquid coolant tn.- ,y be evaluated at
the average temperature of the liquid layer. Subs LiLUtion of equation
(4.92) into equation (4.401 ) and solving for the tcr crature at the
o r iginal surface yields:
5 
2( 5 2 	 )•in11(62'-L)T_nT	 -	 +
tt	 a	 (T	 ' );;^	 2
n.,	 n	 G::
k	 T	 3k	 (T ') - k	 (T '	 )
+ c'. x__ nZn	 n:	 11-1 	- 
n ,
^
c	 (T	 i )
k	 2 ( T , ) Gx	 A
^
ck	 n
rim	 n
/
+	 -
am	(Tt1 ) `
(4. 9 3)
.	 G ^:I
3.
r.
I)	 - ^:nc ( T1^`cf i (Tn+	 _	
-1) - n
' c
	
(T	 ^) fI
k	 2 (1	 ,)	 Ga c,,	 n	 ^I
mt	 n
A mass balance on the liquid layer over an increment of tire is:
pci(o2'-32) J ^2
	
-	
v 2	v (4.94)
f rom whi ch we r_ay solve'	 -for `2
	
^^:
(r1	 ' +L -, •	 '-	 ' S
^Vb 2 ' = b 2 + ^`	 v	 — (4.95)
r C;
Since the ne... -nss rate of flo:: of the vapor,	 -*i , remains to be
determined,	 re-,:rite equation (4.95)	 as:
(n i '+nom 2r1	 `6v )
d 2 ' = 3 2 +	 2p -	 — (4.96)
Ck
in which forn it is to be used in connection with equation	 (4.93).
In the evaluation of	 tLe thermal pr<perties it is also necessary
h T .to replace T ' wi.
n	 n
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llitii tine aid of Lhe gencrulired equ tion far he	 conducted
ac:, ay f i (,: an element , equat ion (4. G8) , the heat coaducted into tiie
composite at the original surface is:
r-
Tn TaiTn-1-1n
-- -- _ 2---- --
2 ' 
= 1;are 
Tr i	
2	 3^.ar ^ 
(l` ,i. )ua	 Ax 
q	 (	 )	
^ riS 
(Tn )-k (Tr ' l )
^r	 ^
	Ax -	 - mi c". (Tn )
(4.97)
An energy balance on the li , luid layer, neglecting heat storal;
mv ' ).V (Tv) = ha (T o-Tv) - q 2 '	 (4.98)
Sub_tituti	 of equation (4.97) into the ener,-.y balance, equation
(4.98), and sciving fo*_ the mass flo,. rate of tkt
 vapor yields:
1
V. v C
	
T'-T	 T'-T'
n n - 2 n-1 n
	
[k(Tn')]2 3n at(in)La	
Lx 
,. sue (T I )- I. ^ 1 (Tn i l)
	Ax 	 - t _CZ (Tn )
(4.99)
After the Pass flo:, rate of the vapor has been deterr..inc', the
thickness of the liquid layer is determined fro,-,I equation (4.95).
Mn c tiiz location of the vapor-liquid interface coincides t.iLli the
origins 1 surface of the cornosiLe, time period III is complete, and
the time when this occurs is denoted as 03.
GO
E.. Tit,^ Period 1V (n 3 < C. !5  04)
The various regit•ns ti,at i,ay C %-.i;:L in tit-,c peric,d 1V are shkjan
in Fijure 4. As previouslky di--;cussed, the tiethod; of determi ► ink
the tem..peraLures, location of the liquid-solid interface, if present,
and Lhe rigs, flo:: rate of the liquid coolant for nodal points 1
through v2-1 are thc- same as in Litre periods 11 and III. Additional
quartities to be calculated in tiro period IV are the location of
the vapor-liquid interface anti the mass flow rate of the coolant
vapor leaving; the interface.
1. The Tea7erature at the Vapor-Liquid Interface
The temperature at the vapor-liquid interface will not remain
constant as was the case at the liquid-solid interface due to the
increased pressure wL',ich result from the flo.: of vapor through
the porous matrix. We may rewrite equation(3.22) developed in
the theoretical analysis for this pressure in finite-difference
form as follo;:-s:
n-1	
1/2
2	 2mvRu r	 (T i+1+ii)P` 1 =	 Pi+1
	
I a;, i + anv — 2	 G^:
9c t
i=v	 (4.100)
whom ,
T +T
Ii i 
 
= `: -- i t l	 i	 (4.101)
2
is uutained from equation (3.26) as:
G1
+1' .
0 . G ^^ 5
1 /7 10.0.03011li12P1	 nh	 _
TT,b	 T, +.L . -0. 9 	 181 •^ i, (1. 	 - -1:, - ---^
L	
21'nb
	 (4.1-02)
Adding the contribution of the partial distance increment irimediately
above the interface yields:
2	 UivP.0	 (Tvl+ly 	
1/7)	 )
P  = ll' ` 1 +
	 11 (ally + ^^ vJ 
— 2	 [ (vl-1)Gx-b 2 J}
(4.103)
where again,
+T
Vv =	 v12 v	 (4.104)
and is C tamed as in equation (4.102).
The vapor-liquid interf. -e temperature may now be ot,tained
fro.: the relation:
B	 ( 4 .105)Tv	
r^ - lo- Pv	
as well as the latent heat of vaporization fro. ,i the relation:
T - T	 .38
w - 
Anh I'c - 1'vh	 (4.106)
as were discussed in the theoretical analysis.
$2
d '
2A
(unit Area)
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2. Vapor-13gnid 1; ; .L • rface Abovc Nod.il Point_ u_i
As was thc • pro-edure for the 1 iyuid-;.olid Interface, it is
again convenient to derive t%:•o equations- to predict the location of
f
#€
	 the vapor-liquid interface. Pirst, howve , we rust derive re-
i
laticns between the mass flow rate of the vapor, the rate of for--
mation of the va ►^ or, and the interface recession. Consider a
pass balance on the clement defined by the vapor-liquid interface
at time 0 and 0 + AO as shorn in figure .10.
Figur, 10
Elei:ent Defined By Vapor -Liquid Interface At Times
0 an,. 0 + AO
The rate of Formation of the vapor is:
mvAOA = Pck FA(6 2-5 2 ') + mkAAO	 (4.1.07)
or,
—	 (d2 X 2 1 )
^v= mQ+Pc P
	 AU
(4.108)
The mass of tl ►e coolant at time 0, 1. 10 may be wri; ten as:
I10 = P ck
PA(b 2-d 2')	 (4.109)
P	 r., - a	 iC;, v C 
c, _	 - --- —
v 	 Pct.-Pcv
(4.113)
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and at time- 0 + A0:
M 0+G0 - P cvPA0 ?_ 11 2 ' )
	
(4.110)
Sul) traclin,—
rl — rl	 = (^, —. ):^!^o = 1:1(P	
—^	 > (^^ —, ')	 (4.111 )0	 0+1:0	 v	 c£ c 	 2` 2
so that,
(d2-62 )	 (4.112)
m = r.: + P (a _P )-----
v	 £	 c£ cv	 A6
Co:.bining equations (4.112) and (4.108), the relation between the
rate of flo:, and rate of formation of the v_:por n,ay also be ob-
tained as:
AT- implic't equatio:. for the lo-atioa of the vapor-liquid
interface, assumin e it lies between noun! points n and r.-1 will
no,...- be developed. Consider Figure 11. The devolor-ent follo:.,s
closely to that of the liquid-solid interface. The shaded area
is again the change in internal energy of the ele;:ent and may be
written as in equation (4.33) with subscr4pts modified to agree
with Figure 11. The heat input to the element is:
q l = q  ho(10-1n) 	('..114)
ane:	 the heat leaving the element by conduction,	 q 2 , may be ob-
tained from the gen; . ralized equation (4. GS) there:
ql
i
6/1
r
Figu.	 ]1: SCilemltic of Vapor-I.iquid Interface Above Nodal Point n- I.
6;
T = T
	
].	 n— 2
	
1a	 111-1
^. = 4 x
a
1;	 = k
1 lC	 111 A.
a1	 - ii
talc	 1I1A.
C -
c	 c P, (1.115)
As an appro:<im.ation let:
T ' -I•
 [ _n 	 _
kiuv ,—v,-: 2  ` h o (10 Tn )
so that:
T n	 ilo(L-S 2 ') 
+ ^:mv
(4.116)
(4.117)
The heat-balance equation differs from that of the liquic-solid
inf orfa e due to the flo-.- of liquid into the elc.-ont in addition
to the flo:: of vapor duc to interface recession. It beco-es:
(q l - g 2 )Le + nRcCZ(Tn-2-TV)Le - mvc c`, (T 11-T `, )GE - AU = mv).vLe
(4.118)
Following the sa-e methods of solution that led to equation (4.42),
solve for the location of the vapor-liquid interface as:
L-r 2 ' = I [ (A 3 -A2 )ho - 1:mvA41
+	 [h (A -A )+k A ) 2d ii i , [A +(Pc)	 (T - T ) 1 (A -A ) 1-,0 2 3	 my 4	 0 4	 my o v	 .f 2 r..v
/2h 0 [(.,c) 
mv 
(T 
O_
T
 V 
)+A 
4 
11 
0 1
	
(4.119)
where the constants are defined as:
GG
A2 
- 
(1nR • F11k I ) \v ikO -1 21;i k c
Cf.
 (f V-, I::-2)1,0
+ 21,1v ` ev ( i 11-T` )!%0 + (Pc) m, (T 11 	 In-2) [0, - (11 -3)!1x1
A 3 =
	
2
	
1111-2) -+- (P0mv(II.11-Tv) + 2I''1cl?,v)
+ 2(ql -g2)1110
A4 = (PC) 1114 (T v-1'n ' 2 ) + 2PPckxv
	
(4.120)
{,iLh the aid of equation (4.1 )), it is possible to calculate the
mass, flog: rate of vapor leavinc, Lhe element fro;: equation (4.112).
A more accurate appro-imation for the tel-:perature of the original
surface similar to equation (4.50) may be derived as:
h T -- 2 	 mvlccv + I`mvTn + 2kn`,Tv
o (L-d 2 1 )_	 my	 amvAO	 (L1)21 _ _ 
T n	 km`+ 2kn
1v
	+ h - 2 -^ - rho' cC,
0
amvA0	 (L-u2
 
, ) 2	 (L-S2 1)
	 kmv	 (4.121)
The generalized interpolation equation. (4.54) previously developed
will be employed to determine the remaining unknown, Tn^l'
3. Vap or-Liquid Interface Belo: Nodal Po int n-1
V-.en the vapor-liquid interface has receded below nodal point
n-1, the general cqu:ltio:l (4.4) for an internal element may be used
to determine the temperatures of nodal points vl+l through n-1 with:
k	 = k (7-Y)	 m = isPIC	 m	 c	 v
(PC) n1C = P m cm (1-I')	 cc = Ccv	 (4.122)
AV
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Also, tILe general inpIirit cquat!, A (4.17) mmiy he cmploycd at Llic
orijjnal surface, subject to the same conditions, (4.122).
Assume that Lhe va;IcQr-liquid interface ] ics bc] o;: nodal poijtL
n-1 and may be shown schcuIatically aS i.i YiunrL• 12. The :;hided
area represent the changk in internal energy and may be written
fiom equation (4.51) fur the liquid-solid interface by changing
the subscripts. The heat into and out of tho clement by conduction
way again he obtained from Llic generalized relations. An energy
balance on the element is given by equation (4.118) so that fol-
lo..ing the same r..cthods c - solution that lead to equation (4.52)
leads to an expression for the location of the vapor-liquid inter-
face as:
b21 = 0 2 - I(qq 2 )1	 AO - mkcct,(TV-Tv2-I)GO
mQ+nz'
mvc
cv (Tvl+1-Tv)LO - - 2	 avP.O
- 1/2(Pc)mv(Tvltl-lvl+,)[(v])Gx-j2)
- 1/2(pc)	 (TT	 )[o -(v2-2)Gx]}
mk v2-1 v2-1	 2	 J
/ P cz V + 1/2[(tc)mv(lv1+l Tv) + (pc)mZ(ly-1v2-1)]
(4.123)
she mass flo::., rate of the vapor leaving the interface will be ob-
tained from equation (4.112) and the remainin- unknov:n temperatures,
1 v1 and T v2 , from the generalized interpolation equation
1^,
A.
-1
-1
T
x.,,	
-
6S
i'
v 1+
T vl+
q l —
T
v
f
V1.
Figure ]:	 Schematic of Vapor-Liquid Interface Bi•107.4
Nodal Point n-1.
G9
The above analysis applies until that li;.0 at which the- vapor-
liquid i.uterface recedes bolos•: nodal point 2. AL Lliat Line, the
`ollo •,:ing will he assur::cd:
T 1 = Tv
	my = 0.0
b2 = 0.0	 G = ©4	 (4.124)
which will co:--.- late the analysis for ti :. period IV.
F.
--
	 -iod l	 0,4
	
Grit
once theooiant. I:^_;	 pOrile;l , omplete'..y, the col.-Osite consists
of a porous matrix onl y-. The +:e-m-, .:raturc^s of OLO- intern-.1 nodal
points are gi n by	 gt_: P-_al explicit equation (4.4) as follc-.:s:
Nod•..1 points 2 through n-1
k	 = k (1-P)
me	 m
(Pc) n:c - pmcm(1-P)
	
in = 0.0	 (4.125)
c
The temperature at the insulated beck face is dateimined from
explicit equation (4.5) and the general ir..:licit equation for the
original surface, equation (';.17), is applicable at the e xposed sur-
face, both su. ject t the above ^ )nditicns. Tire. tire at which the
exl)osed surface reaches the molting temperature of the matrix will
end, time period V and the analysis is complete.
p n d +	 T
rul	 rig
(5.3)
V, RATE!:IM. PHYSIC-13. P11OPERTIF:S
Ail extensive searc+i :s cond:i•-Led to determine the ther c-
physical p: -perties of seven different metallic coolants: silver,
magnesium, copper, tin, lithilln., zilic, M d lead. IIt gcneral, t he
values OiLained f0_ the conduc -livities .nnd specific heats of the
coJl"Its, as well as the Lungsten :*_atri%, arc secil to be strong
functions of te-peraturu over the tei_,parature range anticipr:`_O.
The data collected were plotted s3 that piope-ties could be
evaluated f rc-- the folk .: i	 relacicns :
c=a l +a2T+a 1. 2 	(5.1)
k = b l r b 2 i . b pi` 	(5.2)
The c,istants are given in Tables 1	 TI for the coolants a..d for
the tuno_ ten i:atri x in the various phases e:•:: ected tc ex, st in the
-alysis. Cewenienth, straiSht lines appro:•:imate much of the
data to within tn,: variations regorte 2 in the -efercnces, and the
last ter-., s _ the abe_e equations are not nce^ed. For t=hose pro-
perties :::sere the second-or"er term is necessary, a least sal rues
fit of the data was performed. The conductivities of the coolants
in vapor form are considered negligible for this analysis.
The densities of the cool.urIts and natri:•_ in the solid phase
were obtaii d from volumetric expal:sloI coefficients. The_ e pro-
perties are most conveniently releted in the follc-.ring forms:
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P as - d Y + d ;1csl	 cs_
(5.4)
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Tile densities of Lilo coul;_nts in liquid p'._;ac which were o`.?-
tafned fra. the reference_ arc given by the fol1c::i::0 r•-lation:
P C; - do C . l 
+ dc:.2T
	 (5.5)
Those cxnstants for the	 and for Lite coC.:nts in -, lid and
liquid pha-e are given in Table III.
Densities of the coolants in vapor phase are obtained from
the p_rfect-gas relati o:_:
Y 2.1V
R C	 Tu
(5 . 6)
In so-_ in ...__acs, the properties of the coolants in liquid phase
wer- not obtal ^, in ^%!iic: case the prole-tv was assn'-ad constant
and equal to tile? value ol)taired for the liquid coolant at its
tiornal zelt.ns p oint.
Other pertinen t- p ropc'_rties and co stints f'or the coolant= and
tur l^ sten matrix are given in Table IC. 	 :e cc::_ tints A, the inter-
cent of the vapor pressure-td_:neraturt_ curve, and B, the slope of
the vapor pie- --, u rle-t-7 rzture curve, are in general t<'_: Z fro..
reference (2) . In ca=cs l:ilere these constants were not rerorted
plots of the vapor pressure-te-poroture data from other references
werz m.:,de so that these cc.. tarts could be evaluated.
The values of the viscous- flC?r .-Oefficie:lt and tie inertial-
flo-.: coefficient used for tile deterninatlon o? the pressure d-op of
the vapor throu . 'i tilt' r, - tri\ are those rep ortvd by Gessner (2).
These values are characteristic of a tuno5:ten r-atri.- fa'.lricatrd
7:1
f ron I u7l^:; t -1,. 1, o-. - ", t - )- ,`f  i:1) , i i t of L y r i c r -,); 1,; 111 di 	 - L er .	 TIIL y a 1-( :
-
	
3.71 x 10
11 
1 L-
2
	
7)
	
6 = 1.523 :: 10 
7 
f C 
I
	 ( ` -S)
CL)ilSiC!C-j-ct' i I idt-- il ell (I ell L of Lc:
and r.atri---. poro-,-ILy a5 prt.vic t,; uiscLlssc.l.
EIc, .-k:it	 I'i a!,
cS,
cu c 
cv
cs
Mg cz
cv
cs
Ag cz
cv
cs
sn c 
cv
c
Li c;,
cv
cs
Zn c;_
cv
cs
Pb c,_
cv
m.
TAIAX I
sl'::Ci l C
a^^:1U1 '
0.550 1.510
1.200 0.000
0.450 1.000
2.0'0 7.290
2.680 2.950
1.990 0.175
0.520 0.703
0.692 0.000
0.4Gi 0.000
0.4:0 1.730
0.489 -	 120
0.52 __ 0 . COO
10.000 0.000
10.00*-) 0.0IJ
5.043 -5.330
0.705 4.070
1.420 -1.1020
0.760 0.000
0. !.30 -1.390
0.284 -0.194
0.2 110 0.000
0.300	 0.137
7 
a3x10 9
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.V)
0.0.
0.000
0.0-20
0.0100
S. 0160
0.000
0. oc,3
0.000
0.00:7
0.0(
0.0'0
0.CJO
20
25
20
19
25
20
la
25
24
29
2
2
19
25
^4
19
25
29
29
2
28
7,
1 , 11 N.I: 11
CO,;l i t (A-] 1' I'I'I i'.S
Llc:. :^(	 I'iit,sc	 bl:.:'0-22:102	 b3_:106	 Refcrenct-
CS	 2.370	 --1.	 _.	 . .
Cu C' 1.82-10 0. ON 0.000 -
llz CS 0.770 0.00:1 0.000 20
C'. 0.770 0.000 0.000 -
AS CS 2.757 -5.180 0.0O3 20
6. 1.607 0.000 0.00111 -
Sn CS C.,;52 -1.330 0.000 29
C, 0.20+ -:j.103 0.000 19
Li CS 0.280 0.000 0.000 2
C. 0.218 0.0'-10 0.00) 19
Zn CS 0.723 -1.350 0.00;1 29
C 0.35-'1 -0.142 0.000 19
Pb CS 0.2135 -0.615 0.000 14
C;: 0.09J 0.000 0.000 -
F' 0.939 -1.403
20
he e . C^	 a_. _ _i,•	ty o f Coci4 t in Ca,, cr Paa_:c :ssu-..cd .:eZl^ ^_Cle
d2	 Refcrk.•ncc
5.191:10-8
0.000
4.106x1.0-7
0.000
5364::10_2
-"3.110x10
8.750:10-8
-2.362,10-2
2.826:10-3
-2.850x10
9. 740:10_2
-?.153x10
7.120x!0-8
-3.9S0:;1.0
6.154x10-9
26
21
26
19
26
19
26
19
26
19
26
19
26
19
26
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7'ALIX. III
DE, : I IITJ* S
Iilcrlunt	 ! ;^a :e
Cu Cs
C1:
P;g Cs
C;_
Ag Cs
C 
S Cs
C ^,
Li CS
C;,
Zii C.,
C1:
Ph Cs
C 
w	 m
dl
1.756x103
5.15 )x1U
9.092x1013
9.510::10
1.52.0x1023
6. 500::10
2.164,:10-3
4.560x102
2.875::10
3.400:101
2.040::1023
4.588x10
1.380:1023
7.040::10
8.513::10-4
Note: D2nsitie of Coolz:nt In Vapor Plia-se are Obtained 1•;'O:^. Perfect
Gas Relation.
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A Computer pro^ra::i of	 the finite-difference analysis e:as i.:rittcn
for use With the I13M 7040/1401 di c-ital	 co::p	 tin t; systec;1	 to coc;;pare
the rc^lativo effectiveness of the seven different coolants previously
discussed. The prograr.i and a discussion is contained in Appendix A.
the results and co: puter procram presented carry the analysis throuLli
time period III, the tine at ,.inch the liquid layer recedes to the ori-
ginal surface and vaporization be,,ins from. within the matrix. A pro-
gram for tl e co pletior. of the analysis vas i:rittc-1, but at this time,
the reliability of the results h.:s not been established. The reader
is ref.i:_' to reference (2) for the effect of vaporization from
within the matrix on the self-coo7ino process.
A. General Conditions
There are certain variables in the analysis that must be speci-
fied. the ambient temperature and pre. sure are typical of the flare
temperature and throat pressure of a hich-energy- solid-propellant
rocket motor. The convective heat-tra:isfer coc,`ficient is also
tyf cal. of that at the throat of such a motor havin g a throat din:--
eter of about 2 incises. The general conditions specified to be used
for all ca. es are as follo:.s:
T = 66600
 R
0
P0 = 226 psia
h = 1303 BTU/hr ft2o2
0
77
78
V_
I. = 2.0 inches
T	 = 53001:
?C 1
These condiL:.ons are also tlio::c pr.-.sented by Cessaer, ct al. (2). It
was anticih., ted that the results could be compared so thaL the effects
of varying ther al properties and of the melting prOCeSS could be
sllo::n. llo;:>ever, the specific heat of the tullCGten matrix reported
in (2) was apprux.imctely 18 percent higher than the average v:.lue
obtained for this analysis and, therefore, any coiparsion merely
indicates tLis difference. It is interesting to note, although,
that with other properties about the same, the difference in specific
heats accounted f,r <s much as a 5 percent variation ill the tempera-
ture of the original surface at any time. The effect of cei:sider_ng
properties that vary with tcszperature is shmm in Section B of this
ch ipter.
B. Case Stu ,lics
Data were obtainer' for seven different metallic coolants using
the general conditions stz d a y
 the properties as previously pre-
sented. The variations of original surface te:peratures, rece;;sion
rates of the liquid-solid interiace, and the grm tli and depletl.on of
the liquid layers ar given in Fic-ures 13 tlhrou ­h 18 for a constant
porosity of 20 percent. As r•entioned earlier in this chaptor, re-
sults were obtained up to the point who	 the coolant begins to
vaporize fro;i 4TiLhiI1 the matir:c (0 = 0.1 ). This is the point where
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the curves of Figures 13, 14, and 15 tcr::inate unless other ►,ise
indicatmd. The Lem erature respon.: of the original surface for
the solid tun gsLun vas obtaint•d as a h.:seline of cot! ,Mrison by
letting the porosit, b- zero. Data were al .o obtained for solid
tungsten by again letting the porosity be zero and ass!fning a
melting temperature of the coolznt in e:;ccss of that of the r.:atrix.
Tt ;s kept the analysis in time period I. A comparison of the tl:•o
mt <hoc . shovvd good agreement. A slight diverge- -e of the surface
temperature % as no Led v-1icii the equations of time period II were
first employed but after a reasonable na )er of tine increments
convtrgence to the solution using time period I only was obtained.
The author feels that this .:as due to assu -ptions made for tl ►
surface temperature relation in the develop	 _ of the e--)region
to predict th-- location of the liquid-solid interface, equation (4.42).
Also, data i:-ere obained for solid tungsten using the thermal pro-
pertics of (2). A co::pari_ en :_th data reported in (2) shared
ex• client a,,.-ee^•ent throu-:.out the entire heati_ c, per'_od.
1. E` fect of Various Coolants ir, a Constan t :.atria
The data presented in Figures 13	 18 are for a tungsten
matrix: of 20 percent porosity. It cL , be seen in Figure 13 an(!., 14
that the rate of surf-ace te:..perature rise was ret .irded to varying
degree!--by the coolants investigated. Matrices infiltrated WiLh
tin, and lithiu:a result irn surface to--peratures so::icul:at hi^-hvr than
that of solid tu.;atin. This dues not, Loc.cve.r, rule out
i
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Lite passibility th..t these v.--iy be effective coolants since no
comparisc;i is made aL times greater titan t = 6 3 . It_ is possible
that the rate of surface temperature rise may be grc- tly ret::rded
by vaporization of these coolants fro?a uithin the matrix. The
reader is again referred to reference (2) for this effect. The
recession rates of the liquid-solid interfaces and the gro.th 	
_I
and depletion-of the liquid layers are compared in Figures 15
through 17 for Lite various coolants. Typical temperature dis-
tributions throughout the composite for the various time periods
are shmm in Figure 18 for the silver coolant at 20 percent
Pt. osity.
Due	 the relatively high boiling poi= of sil: = r, the
total ti- c until recession of the vapor-liquid inter -e to thc_
original surface (c 3 ) does not occur until 48.6 seconds. During
the early stages of the heating period the temperature of the
bc• ted surface is less than that of the solid tungsten slab as
a result of the increased conductivity of th composiLe du: to
the high conductivity of the infiltrant. This effect diminishes
as the boi 1: ng ; int of silver (5705 0F) is a; pro.:rhed at the
expoFed surfat of the liquid layer, as evidence4 by the approach
of the silver curve to that of the solid tungsten curve in Figure 13.
T1 importance of the liquid lz:yer is indicated by the relatively
flat portion of the su.- race temperature response curve, Figure 13,
which corresponds to ti c period II1. Even thou-h the maximum
possible thickness of the liquid layer is attained (about 1.0 percent
Of ti.:, total composite thickness) the. Uxperature difference across
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the liquid layer is small c . impared to other cool:,its due to the
high conductivity of silver. This factor, as well as the relatively
high latent heat of vaporization of silver, accounts for the-
esserLially constant temperature at the original surface during
time perie_l III. Since the difference between the melting point
(222106 and boiling point (5705 oR) of silver is relatively large,
there exit- s a portion of time period II in which the liquid-solid
interface has receded to the insulated back face and a constant-
thickness liquid layer remains = on the;-surface. This is shown in
Figure 16. The relatively flat portion of-the surface temperature
response curve is an indication or the eft .-• r of the melting process.
- figure 1? shots that for silver, the rate of rise of the surface tem-
perat! re is practi: lly eliminated for =a= considerable period of time.
Since the b • -ing point of copper at the pressure of -_te hot-
-
gas. stream is higher than the melting temperature of the tungsten 	 = 4
matrix, the original surface of the matrix begins to melt while there
exists a liquid layer above the surface: Due to the relatively high
conductivity of copper- the temperature at the original surface of
the composite remains substantially lower than that of the solid 	 F
slab during the early stages of the h^-sting period. However, the
c eves converge as the melting temperature of the matrix is ap-
proached. Therefore, the advantage of infiltrating with copper
is limited.
-
	j
The behavior of tin,-as might be anticipated; is very similar
to that of silver since their boiling points are about the same.
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F	 Due to the lower melting point of tin (1081 08 , liquid-solid int^r-
f ce rccess!on occurs mmch sooner. Also, due to its smaller volur.e
chanp- c on fusion,' the maximmm thickness of the liquid layer (0.5 per-
cent of total composite thickness) is much less than that of silver.
The portion of the surface-teriperature response curve that correspon s
^o_time period III is not as flat as that of silver due to the low
"conductivity of tin. The relatively poor-- thermal diffusivity-of the
composite also causes the surface-to run hotter than the tuns-Len
- =slab durir:g early heat-up stages.
-	 Lead poss:=:ses the same general characteristics as tin. Dig -_ to
the lower boiling point of lead (4875°R), - however, vaporization of
=	 the coolant below the or.ig: 1 surface occurs at an earlier time
(63 = 13.3 s c..). It is interesting to note that the difference
between the melting (1081 0R) and the boiling` (4875°R) temperatures
are such that complete lic;uid-solid interface recession occurs (10.0
sec.) shortly after vapo-ization=at C e exposed surface begins (9.4
sec.). As shown in figure 13, when vaporization begins there is a
decrease in she rate of rise of the surface temperature. Howev , -, when
the flow of liquid onto the surface ceas 	 an increase of the surface
temp rature is immediately seen.
Lithium, magnesium, and zinc have relatively low boiling points.
In all cases, vaporization of the coolant begins well before 5.0
seconds of heating time is completed. Figure 15 and 17 show that.
complete liquid-solid interfac a 7-cession is not obtained before
vaporization beg ins (C l ) and oniy minimal liquid layer growth is
accomplished. However, the effect of t?e melting process (time
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period 111) can be seen frozi }i-lure 14 to occur durifig a tir•:e %-lien
the rate of surface tc:::perature rise is greatest and therefore af-
fords vale ale inhibition of the surface temperature rise.
2. Effect of Varying Porosity
All of the cases previously exaidned have considered vn- able -
properties and a constant natria-porosity fixed at 20 percc 	 Due
to its relatively constant surface temperature during time period III,
silver was chosen to sho:.? the effect ..9f varying porosity The sur-
face temperature responses for various porosities are shown in
Figure 19. Data were obtained for porosities of 10, 20, and 30 - per-
cc-t. A considerable increase in conduction --cooling is seen as the
poro-ity - is increa-ed for early stages df the '1-: a .ing period due to
the h -h co-	 _ivitv.of silver - cc--pared to t1nat of the tungsten
matr--x. The tendency for conduction cooling effects to diminish
as the boiling temperature of the coolant at the exposed surface
is approached is apparent. An interesting fact is that recession
of the liquid-solid interface for each silver case ceased at
essentially the sa::e time (18 sec.). This is again thought to be
due to the increased conductivity of the composites as the porosity
increases. The major advantage of increasing the porosity is seen
to be in the increased length of the flat portion of the ter:,)erature
response curve (tire period III). This does not, hoc ever, indicate
that longer heating times may be obtained by increasing the porosity.
Gessner (2) reports that the surface temperature response curves for
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silver coolants with por( ,ALics of 20 and CO percents converge as
vapor-liquid interface recession below the heated surface prececds.
It is suggested thaL a graded v:t:rix with highest porosity at the
F
exposed surface would be more efficient in increasing allowable
F
heating time (2). In any case, a compro-mise between porosity,
E	 mechanical strength, and manufacturing limitations must be made-
3. Effect of Variable Properties
All data presented up to this point'have been cal,.ulated using
a	 _
variable thermal properties as tabulated in Chapter V. To determine
E 
the effect of variable grope%_y values on the analysis, the data
must be	 pared to data obtained using constant properties. This
=	 presents the questi^n as to what constant values to compare with:
room terperature, average temperature over the entire temperature
range anticipated, or an average over the temperate e range for each
i
phase anticipated. The author feels that the most repre. ,ntative
constant vales that can be used is the average value over the
temperature range for each particular phase. Thic, is expected to
minimize any effect of using constant properties in the calculation.
i The values used in (2) appear to be an average over the entire
temperature range and ore not comparable to this C to as previously
discussed. A comparison of data obtained using variable and
average properties is siiol•:ii in Figure 20. It is seal that the
i
surface temperatures using average properties are somewhat lower
than those vhen variable pros-erties are assuwred. ''his	 mparison
indicates the necessity of using variable the anal properties.
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Also, it is noted that in sore cases small diffurc;ices in a
particular cpnstdut_ property, especially th e-e of the matrix,
lead to large differences in the surface-temperature responses.
	 -
The increased length of. time - per-ibd 111, as indicated by the
fiat-parrion of the T"surface=temperature response curve, for. 	 -
constant _property data is misleading in that =the „amount_:of liquid
that epaiids ontd the surface - is: directs related :to the df-	 -
ference in the densities ,.;of _the solid .-girds-liquid coolant at
the melting point,- This_ is rwrc ally f_IC6 Z.0 to M. percent `of
the solid density. When average-valuev for each phase `'are used,
this becomes nearly 13:0 percen t,'which increases the maximum
liquid-layer thickness by more than twofold.
C. Conclu^” n
Based upon the results of the case studies using the numerical
computer solution of the detailed finite-difference analysis, a
..
	 fundamental understanding of the earl y stages of the self-cooling
processes was g 'ned. It was shown that the effect of the melting
process on ''he temperature response of the heated composite surface can
be of great importar:.-e, in that in some cases, the temperature of the
surface remains essentially constant while vaporization of the li-
quid layer occurs. It was emphasized however chat any boundary
layer shearing or erosion effects have been neglected in this analysis
and that the analysis did not consider the latter stages of the heat-
ing process when vaporization of the coolant proceeds below the
9h
exposed ;,urface of the cot:-posi.te. 	 I'll,! ne, • d for accurate Lhcri- 1
properties for both Use coolant au:' 1.atrix Materials was demon-
strated. Al` Q, the effecL Of aSSUlding	 c'properLis Lh;1L V,11 -y with
Leu:neraturt- in lieu of collstr.nt propertics vas seen to be siflliCicant.
The results i, - cute a coolc:nt. with hi f-.h conductivity or thermal
diffu-s i ^itj i :reases the co: tribuLion of tha conduction, cooling
during the early stages of heating. High volume change on fusion
is desired for maxir.-un layer thickness above the surface. Also,
a hidi latent heat of vaporization is desir=able in that it decreases
tb rate of original surface temperature rise during ' in period III
wh--a vaporization of the liquid layer above the surface tza:es place.
The concept of a cc. _nor it that retards its e::n h_ ating rate by
sacrificinc, its coolant has been verified as theoretically sound and
it is seen that the effec t_ of the r..eltiag process can be of con-
siderable significance on the duration of the heating _eriod.
fV11.	 CO::C1.11S1ONS
Iu this investig:.tion of self-cooling %ALh infiltrated porous
tungsten composites, the following significant ct' 'lllsiuns are
drawn. The conclu ,ions are based on the results obtained froi::
the thcc oretical analysis up to that time at c.:iich the liquid 11yer
vaporizes completely from above the cor::posite surface.
1. The effect of the melting process on the early staves of
the self.-cooling process is si gnificant for certain com -
binations of in£il l rant t'cermo- l.;ysical properties.
2. here exists a period of time during vhich a stable li-
quid layer builds up above the original surface due to
-	
the expansion of tl._ , ccolanL on pelting.
3. Tho rate of rise of the original surface te-_^erature is
suppressed to varying degrees for the different coolants
due to the vapor ation of the liquid coolant a5ov^ the
surface.
4. Considering Cier:.sl properties that vary with temperature
#{	 has a significant effect on the determination of an ac-
curatt value for the te-pert:ture at the compo:.ite surface.
f
5. Infiltrants that possess high values of thermal conductivity,
volumetric expansion on i,:elting, and laLent heats of fusion
and vaporizatit;i tend to maximize the effect of the melting
process.
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G. No conclusions are drawn n q to the rust efic•. • tivc infil-
trant since rc ults were not obLai .i for the tine period
during which vaporization tlt os place fron AMU i..1 matrix.
V1I1. 2a:CQ:'"E`:1^' ='TOSS
It 3:. rcco-m.iended that future studies in the arva Of self-CL-Ai;ili
witli infiltrated porous con-..posites be directed tot::irL,:
1. Deterr..ining the effect of any shearing or erosion at the
surface of the li<+uid layer due to the. boundary layer.
2. The expulsion of liquid coolant by r:echanisms other than
thermal expa-sion.
3. The effect of eva p oration processes other than boiling.
4. Extension of the basic analysis to include capz_?ilities of
a graded matrix porosity.
5. Consideration of coolants other ^lian metals.
6. Consideration of r.._.trices other than tungsten.
7. Extension of the analysis for a three-din.: ;;sir .1 r:odcl.
4
A complete c :-di;—nsional aaalysis is of basic importt:nce in
a fundantntal understanding of the self-cool`_ng con cept. However,
a three-di,-ensio_ a- 1 geometry which is typical of actual rocket nozzle
conditions must be considered before the self-cooling concept can be
j	 app?i d with any reliability to the design of rocket nozzle liners.
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fI\. APPLNDIa A
Pi-csontat ion and	 ussic:a of the Co;_putc_r Proer::n ►
The follo-oinb discussic•n rp p lies to the computer program listed
at the end of this appendix.
Use of the Program
Equations frequently used in the analysis are listed at the be-
girP ink, of the p rogrim and des mated as func' ioii statemolAs so that
they may be called at any tir:c. In general, syr.:bols used in the pro-
gram are the sane as those gi^ ,,:n in the norienclature. It is under-
stood, hoc ver, that subscripts must be written a, past of the symbol
name; for example, KMI. = kmz' Crock syr..bols are partially spelled so
they may be recognized as those given in tLe nomenclature. Through-
out the pr( ._arr , all primed quantities are dusi-hated by the letters
P1: follo:aing the symbol name. The function stateizents are in general,
self-exp lanatory. Possible exceptions are as folloi:•s:
TFPRl - The general explicit finite-differeact equation for
nodal point 1.
TFPR2 - The general e::plici finite-difference equations for an
internal nodal p:)In^ .
TFPR3 - The general implicit finite-difference equation for the
no,lal point at tILO on inal surface.
THR4 - The gene lized interpol::tion cquatiwi.
The remainder of t1 ► e function statements are for eva1-ltion of
therm:? propertios.
Thu read-i prod -ire is best dv-:criijcd with reference to the
98
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Sarplc lnpl.L data SI:O::it at the vad of the pry'', 	 11w data are read
in a: f^llu•.:s.
Card 1 - The coolant na:;e
Card 2 - The total nu:.' ,r of nodal points, 01, 02, and 03. The
last t' : •cc nu:-.:Hers refer to the p: 'Int-out options
available vithin the progr n and ui ll he discussed
later.
11,e folle,.ing, constants, as given in the no ... enclature, are read
in on carols 3, 4, and 5:
Card 3 - L, P, T I A, B, T , Ti.l	 CS1	 O
Card 4 - `i, T nb' Tc' Xnb' €c' P ' h0
Card 5 - Xm , Po
The ncxt tv:•o d:_'_a cards prescribe the i:litial temperature
distribution for the co"Positc:
Card 6 - Be total nu-b_r of ter.:peratures to be read-in. For
the sa::aple rata the initial temperature distribution
is constant throughout the r:atri>:. Therefore, only
one te.:peraturc was needed.
Card 7 - The initial Le-.perature at each nodal point. The
te7.peratures rare assigned to the nodal points r:ccord-
inb to the following rule: the last teperature read
in is assigned to nodal point n, the next to last
ter:i rature to nodal point n-1, etc. Tiro first
tcrperature read in is assigned to the nodal point
300
nexL itt the above sequence, and also to the rvmaining
vocal 1)O111t-q c10:'u to Ih(- bacl; faCi , uOd,11 point I.
Ad ;iti onul cards rmiN be n^ 'Vd for the initi,il Lei:r
perati •
	.
The rema1riag data cards contain the constant_: ncoded in Lhe
polyrno-:inals Lh.-A calculate L1 , c %ariable properties as discussed in
Chapter V. Provisions are made in the program for a fOUrLh-order
polyno::,inal whereas cn,: of second order Was use•' in the an.,lysi:-.
The constants are contained oil 	 data cares as follows:
Card 8 - 
dml' dr:-,2'
 dcsl' dcs2
Card 9 - a
ml
, 
am2' 
a 
m 3 ' am4' am5
Card 10 - b , b , b , b
	 b
P.1
	 m2	 m3	 m^+	 m5
Card 11 - acsl' a cs2' acs3' acs4' acs5
Card 12 - a ' . 1 . a, a	 a	 , aCx	 cx2	 ci 3	 ci 4 
ac
Card 13 - acvl' acv2' acv3' acv4' 
ac 
v5
Card 14 - b	 b	 b	 b	 b
• cs1' cs2' cs3' cs4' cs5
Card 15 - 
b cil' b c:.2' b c^3' b c^4 , bck,
Card 16 - d	 , d	 , d	 , d	 ,
ci,l	 c^2	 cL3	 c^.4	 ^:R.S
Card 17 - a 1 , a 2 , aj , B
Format: for the input data may be. .obtained from the program.
As previously mentioned, the program contains several print-out
option.:;. The tir:e interval of print-out is controller by the input
value 02. If 02 is na integer greater than zero. prin'.-out is
executed every 02 intervals, in addition to the key intervals
(0 = 0 1 , 0 2 , 0 3). For 02 equal zero, print-out is executed at tho
r
1()1
necurest til:;u interval Lo 03. The sample data :he,:_: point- ut.L
every 0.000" -'7GG hours (1 sec.) as tae.11 as at I:ey irltc•rva.ls.
The form of the print-out: is c011t1-01led by the character 01.
There are two option::. The follo::i.ng data are obtained with
either option:	 0 (scc.), 7 n1 , r10 d l , Tv , rlv and d,) . The options.
control the follo , ;ing output for :,Icll nodal point.
For 01 = 1, Distance from back face, temperature, pressure, -
conductivity, and thermal c:i ff.usivity.
For 01 = 2, Distance fro:-,l back face., temperature and pressure.
All output, with the e.%cep ti.on of tins, which is given in seconds,
is consistent with the units in the no: lclature.
The program is terminated if one of the follu-,.ing zonditions
are att..incd:
a. The er_d of time period III.
b. The te,:.perature of the origin:1 surface exceeds tt melting
temperature: of the matrix.
c. Time exceeds 200 seconds.
Pro ran. Limitat ions
Thelc are certain circumstances that could possibly occur which
the program is not designed to handle. They are as follows
a. Coolants with a d: r ference betwoon melting and boiling
points sufficiently small such that vaporization occurs at
the surface of the liquid layer before the liquid-solid
interface recedes bolo ,., nodal. point n-1.
b. LigUi.d-solid interface recession of more than two distance
inerel ,-tits (2",x) il . one time increment (AO).
f^
A
s
10.'.
r.	 Loth ligc , i d-::ol id ;md vapor-l.iqu i d .iuLrrf;:cc:. ].iv hoLuiccil
two adjaccnL	 point .
d. Coolants that cc-itract on molting.
It is suggested that ail s problems encotiotered duc to c:i rcumstarlcc::
a thruu"tl c abov:- ray be alleviated I)y sufficielltl)' increasing the
number of nodal points.
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